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The effects of donor-acceptor (D/A) electronic coupling,HDA, on the spectroscopic and electrochemical
properties of several series of CN--bridged transition metal complexes have been examined. The complexes
employed were formed by ruthenation of M(L)(CN)2

n+ parent complexes (forn ) 0, M ) Ru(II) or Fe(II),
and L) bpy or phen; forn) 1, M ) Cr(III), Rh(III), or Co(III), and L) bpy, phen, or a tetraazamacrocyclic
ligand). The observed half-wave potentials of the resulting CN--bridged D/A complexes spanned a 300-
350 mV range in contrast to the range of about 80 mV expected on the basis of the oscillator strength,hDA,
of the D/A charge-transfer MM′CT absorption band and the geometrical distance between donor and acceptor,
rDA. Different series of complexes exhibit different correlations betweenE1/2 andhDA. Several factors have
been found to contribute to these differences: (a) symmetry effects; (b) solvational differences that arise
when nonbridging ligands are changed; (c) solvational effects arising from differences in overall electrical
charges; (d) partial delocalization of electron density along the D/A axis in such a way as to reduce the
effective distance between centers of charge,rge

c . To take account of the effects of the solvational factors,
systematic examination has been made of (a) the metal independent shifts ofE1/2which occur when nonbridging
ligands are changed; (b) the differences inE/12 that occur in closely related Ru(III)/Ru(II) couples which
differ in charge; and (c) solvent peturbations ofE1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) and solvatochromic shifts of the central
metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) and MM′CT absorbancies of (bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)3+ and (bpy)2-
Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+. The experimental observations indicate that changes in the nonbridging ligand of the
central metal can result in a range of about 90 mV variation inE1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+), the effect of a one unit
increase in charge of the central metal is to increaseE1/2 by approximately 65( 15 mV, solvent perturbations
of E1/2 and the electron-transfer reorganizational energy,λr, are approximately equal in magnitude, solvational
corrections can be treated linearly, and the solvational contributions toE1/2 that arise from charge delocalization
are less than about 10 mV in these complexes. The complexes have a very rich charge-tansfer spectroscopy,
and in some complexes as many as seven different CT transitions can be identified which depend on the
oxidation state of the Ru(NH3)5 moiety. There is evidence for considerable mixing between these transitions.
The mixed valence (Ru(NH3)52+/Ru(NH3)53+), bisruthenates exhibit a unique Ru(NH3)5/M MM ′CT component
in addition to the expected Ru(NH3)52+ f Ru(NH3)53+ CT; this relatively weak absorption tracks the dominant
Ru(NH3)5/central metal MM′CT absorption, and it is attributable to the different effects of local
Mc(CN-)Ru(NH3)5 electronic coupling in the mixed valence complex. Values ofE1/2(obsd), corrected for
solvational effects implied by the experimental observations, correlate withhDA, corrected for symmetry effects,
E1/2(corr) ) E1/2(ref) ( (4.2 × 10-4) hDA/rDA, only if the “solvational correction” for Fe(II)- and Ru(II)-
centered complexes is about 70% larger than suggested by the experimental observations. This may imply
greater charge delocalization onto (or from) the bridging ligand for these two metal centers. For either
interpretation, the correlation betweenE1/2(obsd) andhDA implies thatrge

c e 0.62rDA. This relatively small
value ofrge

c can be interpreted in terms of charge delocalization onto (or from) the bridging ligand, and it can
be qualitatively described in terms of perturbational mixing of the ground and excited electron-transfer states
with higher energy CT states. This mixing is described in terms of a multicenter (Mc-C-N-Rut) vibronic
coupling model which was previously (Inorg. Chem. 1996, 34, 3463) used to account for the anamolous
shifts of the CN- stretch in CN--bridged D/A complexes.

Donor-acceptor (D/A) systems, and the related electron-
transfer processes, are of central importance in chemistry.1 Such
systems have been extensively studied experimentally1-24 and
theoretically,1-4,13,17,25-37 but a number of fundamental issues
remain unresolved. Among these are various aspects of the
electronic coupling between donors and acceptors in electron-
transfer systems.4,5-10,19-22,26-36,38 We have recently been
examining the effects of strong D/A electronic coupling on the
properties of covalently linked transition metal (D/A) com-

plexes.37,39 The results of our observations have led us to
consider the applicability of “vibronic” models in which the
electronic coupling matrix element,HDA, is a function of some
of the nuclear coordinates involved in the electron-transfer
process.28,32-35,40 In the present paper we describe our spec-
troscopic and electrochemical observations on several series of
cyanide-bridged, transition metal D/A complexes, and we
compare these observations to expectations based on a simple,
semiclassical vibronic model.
Electron-transfer kinetics of D/A systems are usually analyzed

in terms of the product of functions of an electronic factor (e.g.,X Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,October 15, 1997.
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the electronic matrix elementHDA) and a nuclear reorganiza-
tional factor (λr); for example in the semiclassical limit the
electron-transfer rate constant can be represented as in eq 1, in

which κi (i ) el for electronic; i ) nu for nuclear) are
transmission coefficients, andνnu is the correlated nuclear
frequency at the transition state. Very clearly, related parameters
govern a D/A charge transfer (DACT) absorption: the absorp-
tion band maximum can be correlated with the transition-state
energy,3 the oscillator strength is proportional toHDA

2,2,23 and
the square of the bandwidth is correlated withλr.3,40 While the
contributions of nuclear reorganizational factors to electron-
transfer rates and to CT absorption bandwidths have been well
documented,1,5-7,10-14,17,42the magnitudes and the origins of the
contributions of electronic factors have often been difficult to
define and difficult to directly investigate experimentally and
the experimental observations have sometimes been subject to
conflicting interpretations.19-21,26-36,39,40,43-52 More specifically,
it has been difficult to establish how (and, sometimes, whether)
the components of the spatial region between donor and acceptor
contribute to the magnitude of the electronic factor.1-12,16,30It
has been comparably difficult to establish how and to what
extent D/A electronic coupling modifies the properties of the
ground state,2-7,19-22,24,26,28-30,32-36 and the relationship between
the observed variations in ground-state properties andHDA has
also been difficult to establish.28,29,39,44-52

For some time we have had an interest in the use of the CT
perturbations of neighboring groups to enhance the electronic
coupling of electron-transfer donors and acceptors.8,39-41,43The
present report describes some studies of CT perturbations of
D/A coupling in CN--bridged, transition metal D/A complexes.
We have examined the spectroscopic manifestations of electronic
coupling in several series of CN--bridged complexes, and we
have compared the spectroscopic information to electrochemical
measures of the trends in ground-state stabilization energies.
The observations seem to be consistent with a model40,41 in
which there is synergistic coupling between the electron-transfer
states and higher energy donor-to-CN- and CN--to-acceptor
CT excited states.

Experimental Section

Syntheses of most of the compounds used in this study have
been reported previously.39,40 Syntheses are also described
elsewhere for the complexes M(ms-Me6[14]aneN4)(CN)2+ 54 (M
) Cr3+,54 Rh3+,55 and Co3+ 56); M(rac-Me6[14]aneN4)(CN)2+

(M ) Cr3+ 54 and Rh3+ 55); Cr([15]aneN4)(CN)2+;54 M([15]-
aneN4)Cl2+ (M ) Rh3+ 57 and Co3+ 58); and M(NH3)5CN2+ (M
) Cr3+ 59 and M ) Rh3+ 60). Minor variations of these
procedures were used for the compounds reported here.
Elemental analyses and spectroscopic properties of the com-
pounds synthesized were in good agreement with expectation
and with literature reports. Ruthenation of the cyano complexes
employed procedures described previously.39,40,61 The ruthen-
ated complexes were characterized by their visible-UV and
IR spectroscopy, redox titrations, and elemental and inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) analysis. The ruthenated complexes were
prepared in small amounts, and fresh preparations were used
in most experiments. We did observe that the ruthenates of
the Cr(III)-centered cyano complexes could be stored as solids
(in an Ar atmosphere) in a refrigerator for a few months without
evidence of decomposition. Additional details of the synthesis
and characterization of these am(m)ine complexes are to be
published elsewhere.62

Cyclic Voltammetry. The apparatus has been described
elsewhere.39,40 Redox potentials were measured from solutions
in 0.1 M TEAP (or 0.1 M TBAH)/acetonitrile at a scan rate of
500 mV/s. A platinum disk working electrode, previously
polished with 0.3-0.05 µm Buehler alumina suspension, a
platinum wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference
electrode were used. Ferrocene or diacetylferrocene (0.367 and
0.827 V vs SCE, respectively)63 was dissolved in the sample
solution and taken as an internal standard. The potential values
were averaged over 5-10 determinations; standard deviations
were typically(3 mV. A solid sample of (bpy)2Ru(CNRu-
(NH3)5)(LAS)6 (LAS ) lasalocid) was obtained by adding a
3-fold excess of Na3LAS (Aldrich Chemical Co.) to a metha-
nolic solution of the ruthenium complex and then allowing the
solvent to evaportate. This solid was dissolved in 0.1 M TEAP/
CH3CN solutions for the electrochemical measurements.
Absorption Spectroscopy. Spectra were collected using

either an HP-8452 diode array spectrophotometer or on an OLIS
modified Cary-14 spectrophotometer. Spectral deconvolution
was performed with Spectracalc software from Galactic Inc.
(example in Figure 1s). Anaerobic solutions of Ru(NH3)52+

metalates were made either by dissolving the metalate in Ar-
degassed water (freeze-pump-thaw cycles) or by reducing the
Ru(NH3)53+ metalate (for Mc ) Fe(II) or Ru(II) only) in water
on Zn(Hg) with an Ar purge and transferring the solution
anaerobically to a cuvette fused to the purging vessel. Molar
absorptivities were determined by redox titrations: a deaerated
aliquot of a standard solution of Ce4+ (0.1 M (NH4)2Ce(NO3)6
in 1 M CF3SO3H) or Fe(H2O)63+ (0.1 M Fe(NO3)3 in 1 M CF3-
SO3H) was added by means of a syringe to the sample solution
in the purging apparatus, and the spectrum was recorded after
each addition. The original spectrum could be regenerated by
addition of Ru(NH3)62+ to the solution, and some samples were
back-titrated with standard solutions of Ru(NH3)62+ (0.05 M
Ru(NH3)6Cl3 in H2O). Molar absorptivities were determined
from plots of absorbance vs concentration of added oxidant (or
reductant) (example in Figure 2s). Solutions of (bpy)2Ru-
(CNRu(NH3)5)2(LAS)6 in methanol were obtained by adding
Na3LAS in about 3-fold stoichiometric excess to a solution of
the (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+ complex (∼10-4 M) and allow-
ing the mixture to equilibrate for several hours.

Results

Some important general features of the ruthenated complexes
have been described previously.39,40,61,64 Since many of these
compounds are of moderate to marginal stability, we have been

ket ) κelκnuνnu (1)

Figure 1. Macrocyclic nonbridging ligands used in this study. For
proper names see ref 53.
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careful to prepare samples of the least stable compounds on
the same day that they were used, and we have routinely
compared IR and vis-UV spectra and CV behavior of each
preparation with similar measurements reported elsewhere.39,40,61,63

A. CT Absorption Spectra. 1. Classification. The ruth-
enated polypyridyl complexes exhibit a rich charge-transfer
spectroscopy, with several metal-oxidation state dependent, near
IR to near UV absorptions. These bands can be characterized
by their behavior in the redox titrations (see Figures 2-4, 2s,
and 3s65). The important CT absorption bands are as follows:
(a) The first are the Ru(NH3)5/central metal CT absorptions.

These varied in intensity (εmax ) (0-5) × 103 M-1 cm-1/Ru)
and energy (λmax ) 340-950 nm) depending on the central

metal. The characteristics of some of these absorption bands
are summarized in Table 1; others can be found elsewhere39,40

(see Table 1s).65 These bands are usually nearly Gaussian in
contrast to the analogous bands reported for (NC)5Os-
CNRu(NH3)5-.66,67

(b) During the course of the redox titrations of the bisruth-
enates a weak absorption (εmax . 102) developed in the near
IR (800-1000 nm). The intensity of this absorption maximized
when sufficient oxidant had been added to generate a 1:1 ratio
of Ru(NH3)52+ to Ru(NH3)53+. This band was almost always
convoluted with the more intense MM′CT transition, and the
absorptions in this spectral region were sometimes complicated
by impurity absorptions.68 This is clearly a Ru(NH3)52+ f Ru-

Figure 2. Spectroscopic changes during the Fe3+ oxidation of (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)24+ (top) and (bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)2+ (bottom). The
standard Fe3+ solution was added in microliter aliquots to a 3 mLsample in a cuvette (all deaerated). CT absorption assignments are (a) Ru(bpy)2

2+

f Ru(NH3)53+; (b) Ru(NH3)52+ f Ru(NH3)53+; (c) Ru(NH3)52+ f bpy; (d) Ru(bpy)22+ f bpy; (e) CN- f Ru(NH3)53+; (f) Ru(NH3)52+ f CN-.
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(NH3)53+ CT transition. The behavior of these absorptions in
the M(MCL)(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ complexes will be discussed in
detail elsewhere.62 Owing to the much greater overlap of these
weak absorptions with the visible range of CT absorptions, we
have not attempted to systematically deconvolute them from
the spectra of the polypyridyl complexes.
(c) Absorption bands of intermediate intensity occur in the

350-500 nm region of all polypyridyl complexes containing
Ru(NH3)52+. Comparable transitions do not occur when the
central metal has saturated ligands such as in the (MCL)M-
(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ complexes in which M) Rh(III), Co(III),
or Cr(III) (compare Figures 2 and 3s;65 skeletal structures of
MCL ligands in Figure 1). This supports the previous assign-
ment61 of these transitions as Ru(NH3)52+ f polypyridyl
MtLCT transitions. These absorptions are almost always
convoluted with MM′CT transitions or with central metal to
polypyridine CT transitions. The most striking examples of this
occur for the (Ru and Fe)(PP)(CNRu(NH3)5)24+ complexes in
which the Ru(NH3)52+ f PP transitions are evidently mixed
with the M(PP)22+ MLCT transitions (see especially Figures 2
and 3 and the discussion below). These absorptions are
summarized in Table 2.
(d) For the complexes with Ru(bpy)2

2+ or Fe(bpy or phen)2+

centers, a central metal to bpy McLCT transition is observed
(λmax ) 400-560 nm).

(e and f) A relatively weak band can often be resolved at
about 340 nm in the CN--bridged complexes containing Ru-
(NH3)53+, while a band of roughly comparable intensity is almost
always observed in the 350-400 nm spectral region in the CN--
bridged complexes containing Ru(NH3)52+. These absorptions
are assigned as CN-(π) f Ru(III) and Ru(II) f CN-(π*),
respectively, and they are summarized in Table 3. This
assignment is consistent with the occurrence in comparable
spectral regions of MLCT absorption bands in Ru(CN)6

4- and
LMCT absorption bands in Ru(CN)63-.69-71

(g) A relatively weak absorption always occurs in the mixed
valence, Ru(NH3)53+/Ru(NH3)52+, bisruthenates at 3500-5000
cm-1 lower energy than the MM′CT absorption maximum (see
Figures 2, 3, and 3s). These absorptions do not appear in any
of the monoruthenates. A relatively simple interpretation of
this absorption of the half-oxidized complexes is that it is an
MM ′CT transition which involves a central metal orbital which
is not directly involved in local Rut/Mc D/A coupling. The
multicenter, Mc-(CN-)-Rut, D/A coupling argument proposed
previously for the symmetrical limit40 can be qualitatively
generalized to provide a reasonable basis for this assignment
(see Figures 7 and 4s,65 and the disucssion below). This issue
is being further examined.62

The spectra of the cyano ruthenates of the M(MCL)(CN)2
+

complexes contain the CT bands a, b, e, f, and g, but they do
not contain the visible region MLCT bands so characteristic of
their polypyridyl analogues.
The transitions are assigned to the above categories (desig-

nated by a-g) for (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)2n+ in Figure 2.
These assignments are based on (1) the behavior of the

designated absorption during a redox titration; (2) the compari-
son of absorption spectra of several complexes; and (3) literature
precedents.
2. The RuII f CN-(π*), MLCT, and CN-(π) f Ru(III),

LMCT, Absorptions. The CN--based LMCT and MLCT
transitions have turned out to be relatively important to the
interpretation of trends found in this study, so a few additional
comments about these assignments are in order. The charge-
transfer spectra of M(CN)63- and M(CN)64- complexes have
been examined, and several LMCT and MLCT transitions have
been assigned.69-71 The complexes with M) Fe or Ru are of
particular interest in the present context. Since several sym-
metry-adapted ligand orbital combinations must contribute to
the spectra and M-CN bonding in theOh complexes,69-71

quantiative comparisons are a little difficult. For our purposes
it is useful to note that the MLCT transitions (RuIIt2g f t1u or
t2u) tend to occur at higher energy (∆hνmax g 2 × 103 cm-1),
while the CN- f M(III) CT transitions (t2u f RuIII t2g) occur
at lower energy (∆hνmax≈ 4.8× 103 cm-1) for Ru than for Fe.
This is the ordering one would predict based on the respective
M(CN)63-,4- redox potentials (E1/2(Ru)- E1/2(Fe)= 0.5 V);63

in fact the observed differences in MLCT and LMCT energies
compare favorably with the expectation of 4× 103 cm-1 for
this difference based only on the differences in redox potentials.
Related reasoning would lead one to expect a CN--Ru(III)

LMCT transition at about 33× 103 cm-1 in a Ru(NH3)5CN2+

complex in whichE1/2(Ru3+,2+) ≈ 0.3 V. Thus, the absorptions
observed at (30( 3)× 103 cm-1 in the MCNRu(III) complexes
are very consistent with this simple argument (for example, it
neglects any differences in reorganizational energies) and the
CN-(π) f Ru(III) assignment.69-73 The same reasoning applied
to the bands assigned as Ru(II)f CN-(π*) MLCT absorptions
in Table 3 suggests that the lowest energy absorption band
should occur at∼40× 103 cm-1,72 rather than the (27( 3)×
103 cm-1, which we observe. However, the Ru(CN)6

3-,4-

Figure 3. Spectroscopic changes during the Fe3+ oxidation of (bpy)2-
Fe(CNRu(NH3)5)24+. See Caption of Figure 2 and text for assignments
and details. Inset illustrates the effect of MLCT and M′LCT mixing
when components of the same symmetry are very similar in energy.
For simplicity only two components (symmetric and antisymmetric)79,80

are shown for these CT transitions of the two metals.

Figure 4. Spectroscopic changes during the Fe3+ oxidation of (H3N)5-
Rh(CNRu(NH3)5)4+. See caption of Figure 2 and text for assignments
and details.
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comparison is at best a qualitiative one for the (LMCN+)-Ru-
(III) or (LMCN +)-Ru(II) systems since it does not take into
account the differences that occur when CN- bridges two metals
or when the donor atom (N or C) is changed. The comparison

does identify the near UV as the spectral region in which these
absorptions are expected to occur. We have used the variations
in absorption spectra with the oxidation state of the Ru(NH3)5
moiety as the principle basis for our assignments.

TABLE 1: MM ′CT Absorption Bands and Half-Wave Potentials of Some (L)(M(CNRu(NH3)5)2n+ and
(L)(CN)M(CNRu(NH 3)5)n+ Complexes

M L a n
formal charges of
metals (Ru, M, Ru)

MM ′CT λmax, nm (εmax/103, M-1

cm-1) [∆ν1/2/103, cm-1] in H2Ob
E1/2 (Ru(NH3)5)3+,2+ c

V(∆Ep in mV) in CH3CN

Rh(III) t-[14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) {342(0.8)[6.0]d 0.037
Rh(III) t-Me6[14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) {338}d 0.312( 0.007(128)
Rh(III) t-[15]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) {340}d 0.318( 0.006(130)
Rh(III) (NH3)5 4 (2,3) {391(655)[6.4]}d 0.285( 0.006(88)

(2,3) {391(655)[6.4]}d
Co(III) [14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) 501(1.03)[7.0] 0.267( 0.006
Co(III) t-Me6[14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) 513(1.4)[6.0] 0.335( 0.003(124)
Co(III) t-[15]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) {518(0.64)[6.0]} 0.268( 0.006(110)
Cr(III) t-[14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) 500(8.0)[4.9] 0.321( 0.000(120)
Cr(III) t-Me6[14]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) 515(6.4)[5.2] 0.364( 0.004(121)
Cr(III) t-[15]aneN4 5 (2,3,2) 515(7.1)[4.6] 0.328( 0.006(124)
Cr(III) (NH3)5 4 (2,3) 462(3.1)[5.7] 0.372( 0.003(69)
Cr(III) t-[14]aneN4 3 (2,3) 498(4.4)[5.2] 0.328( 0.006(82)

a See ref 53 for proper names of ligands.b εmax determined by redox titration with standard Ce(IV) or Fe(III) solutions (1.0 M in 1 M CF3SO3H);
nr ) not resolved.c In 0.1 M TEAP/CH3CN. Pt disk electrode. Ferrocence (0.367 V vs SSCE) or diacetylferrocene (0.827 V vs SSCE) standards.
Average of 3-5 determinations; standard deviations) (3. Related couples in (CH3CN): Ru(bpy)2(CN)2+,0. d There may be significant Ru(II)/CN-

MLCT contribution to this absorption.

TABLE 2: Higher Energy CT Absorptions in (bpy) 2M(CNRu(NH 3)5)2n+ Complexes

probable assignmenta

M n
formal charges of
metals (Ru, M, Ru)

Rut(II)/bpy
(c)

Mc(II)/bpy
(d)

Rut(II)/CN-

(e)
CN-/Rut(III)

(f)

Ru(II) 4 (2,2,2) 20.6(∼9)[∼6] 24.5(10.7)[4.4] 27.4(∼10)[5]
Ru(II) 6 (3,2,3) {18(∼2)[27]}b 24.9(10.7)[5.1] ∼28(∼5)[4.5]
Fe(II) 4 (2,2,2) {22(∼5)[5]}c 18(∼7)[4.4] 30(∼6)[4.4]

26(∼10)[5]
Fe(II) 6 (3,2,3) 24(∼7)[5] ∼28(∼7)[5]
Rh(III) 5 (2,3,2) {21(1.5)[5.9]}c {28(2.2)[4.5]}d

{24.5(2.6)[6]}c
Cr(III) 5 (2,3,2) {21.6(1.1)[5.8]}c 29.8(5.6)[3.8]

25.5(1.7)[5.1]
Cr(III) 7 (3,3,3) {24.8(0.8)[4.7]}e 29.2(5)[4.9]

a Absorption maxima in cm-1/103 (εmax, M-1 cm-1) [(∆ν1/2, cm-1/103]. Letters in parentheses refer to bands so designated in Figure 2. The most
ambiguous assignments or bands which must be of other parentage are indicated with curly brackets.b This band may be an artifact of the spectral
deconvolution since it lies between the much more intense MM′CT and MLCT absorptions; see Figure 2. It could also be a triplet MLCT, partly
allowed by magnetic coupling to the terminal Ru(NH3)53+ moieties.c Possibly a deconvolution artifact; possibly a second Ru(NH3)52+/bpy MLCT
component (expected inC2V symmetry), or a higher energy MM′CT component (see Figure 5).d This absorption is most likely a MM′CT contribution;
see Table 1.eThe parent Cr(bpy)2(CN)2+ complex exhibits moderately intense absorbancies in this region (hνmax ) 23.8× 103 cm-1, εmax ) 362
cm-1 M-1; hνmax ) 25.3× 103 cm-1, εmax ) 519 cm-1 M-1) which have been assigned as internal ligand 1π f 3π* transitions partially allowed
owing to magnetic coupling to Cr(III). The Co(MCL)(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ complexes also exhibit absorbances in this region (hνmax≈ 26× 103 cm-1;
εmax≈ 103 cm-1 M-1).

TABLE 3: Higher Energy CT Absorptions in (MCL)M(CNRu(NH 3)5)2n+ Complexes

probable assignmenta

M n MCLb geometry
formal charges of
metals (Ru, M, Ru)

Ru(II)/CN-

(e)
CN-/Rut(III)

(f)

Rh(III) 5 [14]aneN4 trans (2,3,2) {29.2(0.8)[6.0]}c
Rh(III) 7 [14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3) 30.8(0.4)[6]
Rh(III) 5 m-Me6[14]andN4 trans (2,3,2) {29.6(0.9)[5.9]}c
Rh(III) 7 m-Me6[14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3)
Rh(III) 4 (NH3)5 (2,3) {36.4(0.41)7.2]}c
Rh(III) 5 (NH3)5 (2,3) 30.9(185)[6.7]
Co(III) 5 [14]aneN4 trans (2,3,2) 27.5(0.5)[∼6]
Co(III) 7 [14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3) ∼27(0.5)[∼6]
Co(III) 5 m-MeMe6[14]aneN4 trans (2,3,2) 26.7(0.4)
Co(III) 7 m-MeMe6[14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3) 27(0.9)
Cr(III) 5 [14]aneN4 trans (2,3,2) 28.9(0.8)[∼6]
Cr(III) 7 [14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3) 33.6(3.0)[∼6]
Cr(III) 5 m-MeMe6[14]aneN4 trans (2,3,2) 29.2(1.5)[∼6]
Cr(III) 7 m-MeMe6[14]aneN4 trans (3,3,3) 33.0(3.1)[∼6]
a See notea of Table 2.b See Figure 1 and ref 53 for structures and formal names.c This absorption may contain a MM′CT contribution; see

Table 1.
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3. Possible Ru(II)f Rh(III) MM′CT Absorptions.Assign-
ment of the absorptions at (29.4( 0.2)× 103 cm-1 in the RhIII -
(MCL)(CNRuII(NH3)5)25+ complexes is not as straightforward
as the preceding discussion might suggest. This can be
illustrated by considering the I- f M(III) LMCT absorption in
Co(NH3)5I2+ and Rh(NH3)5I2+. The σ and π (p orbital
symmetries at I-) components of these transitions occur at 35.1
× 103 (εmax ) 16 000 cm-1 M-1) and 27× 103 cm-1 (εmax≈
2700 cm-1 M-1), respectively for Co, and at 44.2× 103 (εmax
) 20 000 cm-1 M-1) and 36× 103 cm-1 (εmax≈ 3600 cm-1

M-1), respectively, for the Rh complex.70 On the basis of this
comparison one expects “LMCT” absorptions of Rh(III) to be
about 9 × 103 cm-1 higher in energy than those of the
corresponding Co(III) complex. Since the Ru(II)f Co(III)
MM ′CT absorption is at 20× 103 cm-1 in Co([14]aneN4)-
(CNRu(NH3)5)25+, the preceding comparison of LMCT spectra
suggests that the corresponding absorption of the Rh(III)
analogue should occur at∼29× 103 cm-1. This comparison
originally led us to make such an assignment.39a After examin-
ing a large number of complexes in which the Ru(II)f
CN-(π*) absorption occurs at about this energy, we conclude
that a definitive simple assignment is not possible; in fact one
would expect that the observed absorption band involves some
mixture of these potential chromophores. It is interesting that
the Rh(III)-centered complexes have the smallest absorptivities
of any of the complexes in this region (the reverse of the
observations on LMCT spectra mentioned above). In our
discussions below we will take account of the ambiguity in
assignment of the MM′CT spectra of Rh(III)-centered complexes
by considering both extreme possibilities: (a) that the 29×
103 cm-1 absorption contains no MM′CT contribution; and (b)
that the 29× 103 cm-1 absorption contains only MM′CT
absorption components. However, we will tentatively assign
the lowest energy CT absorption in these Rh(III)-centered
complexes as Ru(II)f Rh(III) MM ′CT. This assignment is
supported by observations on the (H3N)5Rh(CNRu(NH3)5)4+

complex (Figure 4). This complex exhibits 3-4 collections of
absorption bands which depend on the oxidation state of the
Ru(NH3)5 moiety: (i) bands in the 340-450 nm region which
we assign as Ru(II)f Rh(III) CT; (ii) bands in 280-355 nm
region which we assign as CN- f Ru(III) CT; (iii) absorptions
in the 240-290 nm region which we assign as Ru(II)f CN-

CT. The∼5× 103 cm-1 higher energy of the latter absorptions
is consistent with the splittings expected of strongly coupled,
nearly isoenergetic Ru(II)f CN- and Ru(II) f Rh(III)
transitions. There are higher energy transitions in this complex
which we tentatively assign as Ru(NH3)52+ f solvent CT.
4. The Effect of SolVent on the CT Absorptions.The MLCT

(d) and MM′CT (a) absorption bands of (bpy)2Ru(CNRu-
(NH3)5)26+ shift to 410 and 615 nm, respectively, in methanolic
solutions containing a 3-fold stoichiometric excess of Na3LAS.
The LAS3- anion effectively sequesters the ammine complex
moieties.74 This results in shifts of both the MM′CT and MLCT

absorption bands, which can be interpreted in terms of a change
of solvent environment. The MLCT and MM′CT bands shift
in opposite directions with respect to the respective 395 and
700 nm absorptions of (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+ in water.
Different shifts of the MLCT and MM′CT absorptions are a
characteristic feature of this complex in many solvents (Table
4). In many of the solvents employed we have been able to
obtain half-wave potentials for the Ru(NH3)53+,2+ couple
(referenced to Fe(Cp)2+,0) and in most instances the related
information for the (bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)3+ complex.
Since, these observations provide some experimental insight into
the solvent contributions to the CT spectra, we have considered
them in detail.
The shift in opposite directions of the (RuII/RuIII ) MM ′CT

and the (RuII(bpy)2/bpy) MLCT spectra of (bpy)2(CN)Ru-
(CNRu(NH3)5)3+ when the solvent is varied is a very striking
observation, and it is consistent with a simple perturbational
treatment of the solvent effects. The variations ofhνmax with
change of solvent for the MM′CT absorption of the bisruthenate
are 35% greater than those of the monoruthenate, but there is
an excellent correlation between the solvent shifts for the two
complexes (Figure 4s65). We also find that the shifts for both
complexes correlate strongly with the respective variations in
∆E1/2 (∆E1/2 ) E1/2[Fe(Cp)2+,0] - E1/2[Ru(NH3)53+,2+]) with
hνmax increasing as∆E1/2 increases (i.e., as Ru(NH3)53+ is more
stabilized by solvation), but the data are scattered (correlation
coefficients∼0.9). There is a 160-210 meV difference inhνmax
for the bis- and monoruthenates in all solvents examined, while
∆E1/2 for either varies only over the range of 0-70 mV. The
largest part of this difference inhνmax for bis- and monoruth-
enates in any specific solvent probably arises from the contribu-
tion of E1/2(Ru(bpy)23+,2+) to ∆E°ge since the difference
between measured half-wave potentials of the (bpy)2Ru(CNRu-
(NH3)5)(CNRh(NH3)5)7+,6+ and (bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)4+,3+

couples (in acetonitrile) also falls within this range. That this
is the case is illustrated by the observation that the difference,
∆hνmax ) hνmax(MLCT) - hνmax(MM ′CT), for the Ruc(II) f
bpy and Ruc(II) f Rut(III) absorptions, respectively, is cor-
related with ∆E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,4+) (Figure 5s65). That the
differences between the energies of the absorption maxima of
the RuII(bpy)2 f RuIII (bpy•-)(bpy)* and the (bpy)2RuII(CNRuIII -
(NH3)5) f (bpy)RuIII (CNRuII(NH3)5) CT transitions are so
simply correlated with∆E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) indicates that (a)
these contributions to the absorption energies can be treated as
a simple linear combination of the contributions of the electron
transfer components and (b) the solvational interactions are
largely dominated by interactions of the Ru(NH3)53+,2+ couple.
The latter point is consistent with Richardson’s analysis of the
solvent dependence of the Ru(bpy)3

3+,2+ and Ru(NH3)63+,2+

redox couples.75 Thathνmax(MLCT) andhνmax(MM ′CT) vary
in nearly opposite senses as the solvent is varied suggests that
solvation of the Ru(bpy)23+,2+ couple cannot be neglected; a
simple way of rationalizing these trends in CT absorbancies is

TABLE 4: Solvent-Induced Variations in the MM ′CT and MLCT Spectra and the Half-Wave Potentials of
(bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)23+ and of (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+

solvent

complexa property acetone acetonitrile benzonitrile DMF DMSO water

Ru(CNRu)3+ hνmax (MM ′CT), cm-1/103 14.0 13.3 13.5 15.0 15.1 14.3
hνmax (MLCT),b cm-1/103 22.2 23.4 22.4 22.4 25.0
∆E1/2, V 0.54 0.390 0.66 0.72 0.487

Ru(CNRu)26+ hνmax (MM ′CT), cm-1/103 15.2 14.5 14.4 16.6 16.5 15.3
hνmax (MLCT), cm-1/103 24.8 25.3 23.6 23.7 25.3
∆E1/2, V 0.54 0.404 0.49 0.63 0.66 0.462

a Abbreviations: Ru(NCRu)3+ ) (bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)3+; Ru(CNRu)26+ ) (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+. bCentral Ru(II) to bpy MLCT.
c ∆E1/2 ) E1/2(Fe(Cp)2+,0) - E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+).
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to attribute most of the solvation effect to the solvation of the
Ru(III) centers and that this effect is about twice as large for
Ru(NH3)53+ as for Ru(bpy)23+ (this is based on the 2-fold ratio
of external radii and the inverse dependence of solvation energy
on this parameter; this is reasonably consistent with the opposite
trends of MLCT and MM′CT spectra considered here). These
points may be compactly summarized in terms of eqs 276-577

for a D/A complex in which DACT mixing stabilizes the ground
state by an amount ofεs, the superscript° refers to the redox
couples in the absence of D/A mixing,F is the Faraday constant,
and we will generally ignore the entropy contributions (T∆S).
The solvent will generally contribute to both∆E°1/2(D/A) and
to λ. If we represent the relative variations in these contributions
with respect to some reference (“ref”) medium asδm(X) and
γm(Y) for the complex fragments X (Ru(NH3)5, Ru(bpy), bpy)
and for the electron-transfer couples Y, respectively, and if we
assume that contributions to these variations are linearly
additive,79 then the solvent (or medium,m) dependence can be
described using terms in the curly brackets of eqs 6 and 7, where

we have introduced the abbrevations A/A- ) Ru(NH3)53+,2+

and D/D- ) Ru(bpy)23+2+. Then our observations, comple-

mented by charge density considerations, on the complexes
suggest that the relative solvent perturbations are ordered as
(B/B- ) bpy0,-): (a) |δm(A)| > |δm(D)| > |δm(A-)| > |δm(D-)|
> |δm(B-)| > |δm(B)|; and (b) |γm(A/A-)| > |γm(D/D-)| >
|γm(B/B-)|. The MLCT absorption maximum can now be
represented as in eq 8. Then the difference∆hν ) hνmax-

(MLCT) - hνmax(DACT) is given by eq 9, where∆ab is the

collection of solvent(m) independent terms from eqs 6 and 8.
The observations on these complexes and the inferences noted
above suggest that terms involving the pentaamine moieties are
dominant and that the simpler form of eq 10 is sufficient. The

experimental half-wave potentials can be represented as in eq
11, with C+/C ) Fe(Cp)2+,0. A comparison of eqs 10 and 11

to Figure 4s suggests eq 12. Approximations based on the

relative sizes of the solvent perturbations, discussed above lead
to the conclusion that in (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+ the effect
of solvent variations on the half-wave potential of the Ru-
(NH3)53+,2+ couple are approximately compensated by the
concomitant changes in solvent reorganizational energy, eq 13.

This near equality ofγm(A/A-) and -δm(A), inferred from
Figure 5s, is not so obvious, but it is not unreasonable.
Overall, our observations on the solvent dependent properties

of the (bpy)2(CN)2-nRu(CNRu(NH3)5)n3n+ complexes shows that
these are dominated by the solvent dependence of the Ru-
(NH3)53+ moiety and that the Ru(bpy)23+ center plays a much
smaller, but sometimes important, role. An extension of eq 13
which is useful in arguments employed in the Discussion
section is that the contributions of solvation energies to
E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) can be approximated by the solvational
contribution toλr.
5. Some ObserVations on the Mixing of CT Excited States

in the CN--Bridged Complexes.Some points have already been
noted above. The most dramatic manifestations of the mixing
between chromophores in these systems is illustrated by the
(bpy)2Fe(CNRu(NH3)5)26+,4+ redox titrations (Figure 3; we
observe very similar behavior for the phen analogue). If this
is compared to Figure 2, it is evident that the dominant Fe(II)
f bpy MLCT absorption, which occurs at 520 nm in Fe(bpy)2-
(CN)2 and which would most likely be assigned at 545 nm in
the reduced complex or 470 nm in the oxidized complex, shifts
dramatically upon oxidation of the terminal Ru(NH3)52+ moiety,
while a much smaller (∼10 nm) shift of the analogous

Figure 5. Comparison of MM′CT transitions expected for LM-
(CNRuII)2 (left side) and LM(CNRuII)(CNRuIII ) (right side) complexes.
The symmetries assumed in this illustration are for (trans-[14]aneN4)-
Cr(III)-centered complexes. The higher energyhνx,y, components of
the LM(CNRuII)2 complexes have not been identified. All three
components appear in the LM(CNRuII)(CNRuIII ) spectra (where M is
a dπ donor or a dπ acceptor). The dominant absorption in each case is
assigned ashνz. Subscripts: c, central metal; t, terminal metal.

hνmax(DACT) = E°eg+ λ (2)

FE1/2(A/A) = FE°1/2(A/A
-) - εs (3)

FE1/2(D/D
-) = FE°1/2(D/D

-) + εs (4)

E°eg= FE°1/2(D/A) + 2εs + T∆S (5)

hνmax(DACT) = F∆E1/2
ref(D/A) + λref + {δm(D) - δm(D

-) -

δm(A) + δm(A
-) - γm(D/D

-) + γm(A/A
-)} (6)

F∆E1/2(D/A) = F∆E1/2
ref(D/A) + {δm(D) - δm(D

-) -

δm(A) + δm(A
-)} (7)

hνmax(MLCT) = F∆E1/2
refb(D/B) + λDB

refb+ {δm(D) -

δm(D
-) - δm(B) + δm(B

-) + γm(B/B
-) - γm(D/D

-)} (8)

∆hν = ∆ab+ {δm(A) - δm(A
-) - δm(B) + δm(B

-) +

γm(B/B
-) - γm(A/A

-)} (9)

∆hν = ∆ab+ {δm(A) + γm(B/B
-) - γm(A/A

-)} (10)

F∆E1/2
obsd= F∆E1/2

refc(C/A) + {δm(C
+) - δm(A) - δm(C)+

δm(A
-)} (11)

{δm(A) + γm(B
+/B-) - γm(A/A

-)} ≈ -2{δm(C
+) -

δm(A) - δm(C)+ δm(A
-)} (12)

γm(A/A
-) ≈ -δm(A

-) (13)
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absorption is observed in the Ru(II)-centered complex. It is
further evident that the Fe(II)f bpy MLCT absorption occurs
very near the energy of the Ru(NH3)52+ f bpy absorption in
the other, related complexes (20.6× 103 and 21.6× 103 cm-1,
respectively, for the Ru(II)(bpy)2 and Cr(III)(bpy)2 analogues;
Table 2). This behavior of the Fe(II)(PP)2 complexes is strong
evidence for significant mixing between the central metal Mc

f PP MLCT (Mc ) Fe(II) or Ru(II)) and the “remote” Ru-
(NH3)52+ f PP MLCT excited states.77,78 The effects of this
proposed mixing are illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.
While the intensities of the deconvoluted Ru(NH3)52+ f bpy

transitions have to be regarded as relatively uncertain, especially
in the Ru(II) complex, there is a general trend for these
absorptions to be most intense when there is a neighboring CT
absorbance (Table 2). This apparent “intensity stealing” is
further, qualitative suport for mixing of the CT states.2

While the evidence is strongest for mixing of the Mf bpy
MLCT excited states, because they are so similar in energy,
there is more limited spectroscopic evidence for mixing of most
of the CT states of these complexes. Evaluation of such
interactions is very difficult for the higher energy CT excited
states owing to their large number and to the convolution of
their overlapping absorptions in most of the complexes.
Mixing of the MM′CT excited states with Ru(NH3)52+ f

CN-(π*) or with the CN-(π) f Ru(NH3)53+ LMCT excited
states is also symmetry allowed. The CT spectra of (H3N)Rh-
(CNRu(NH3)5)4+ are consistent with significant mixing of these
chromophores, analogous to the effects observed in the Fe(II)
polypyridyl complexes. It is generally difficult to identify clear
spectroscopic evidence of such mixing largely because we
cannot properly account for the effects of the many high-energy
transitions that are possible and observed and in some instances
because there is ambiguity in assigning the transitions.
Overall, the CN-/Ru MLCT and LMCT absorption spectra

and the Rut/bpy MLCT spectra are consistent with the mixing
of these states with the MM′CT excited states of concern in
this paper.80 The effects are relatively small for some of these
states, as expected on the basis of their energy differences. The
spectroscopy of these complexes does indicate that any sym-
metry-allowed mixing of CT states must be taken into account
in dealing with these systems.81 The further implications of
this will be developed below.
B. The Patterns of Variation in E1/2 for the LM(CNRu-

(NH3)5)3+,2+ Couples. The redox potential of the Ru(NH3)53+/2+

couple in these complexes was found to span a range of 350
mV in acetronitrile (see Tables 2 and 1s). It tends to the more
positive values for species in which the Ru(II) form is stablized
by mixing of the ground state with the MM′CT excited state
and to more negative values when this mixing stablilizes the
Ru(III) form. Only one voltammetric wave was observed for
the bismetalates, with a peak-to-peak distance about 20% larger
than for the respective monometalates. The value ofE1/2 for
the Ru(NH3)53+/2+ couple of the (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)2(LAS)6
complex in acetronitrile was found to be 0.022( 0.010 V
(referenced to Fe(Cp)2+,0 with excess LAS).
There is a rough correlation of the variations inE1/2-

(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) with the oscillator strength of the MMCT
absorption band (Figure 6), but the “slopes” and “intercepts”
differ for series of complexes with different nonbridging ligands.
The apparent “slopes” vary over a 4-fold range, with the most
shallow found for the (MCL)M(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ complexes and
the steepest for the (bpy)2(CN)M(CNRu(NH3)5)n+ complexes.
There are a number of complications in evaluating these
apparent slopes: (a)εs

op is probably greater than zero for the
Rh(III)-centered “reference” compounds, as mentioned above;

(b) the symmetry constraints for optical absorption are different
from those for the mixing of excited and ground states in these
different series of complexes;80 (c) there is a change of charge
type for the complexes at the extremes of the polypyridyl series,
and this may lead to different solvational contributions; (d)
changes in the nonbridging ligand result in changes ofE1/2which
are also likely to be solvational in origin. Each of these points
will be addressed in the discussion below.
The M(bpy)23+,2+ couples were nearly reversible for M)

Ru and Fe and quasireverisble for M) Cr. We also found the
Co(III)-(II) couple of trans-Co([14]aneN4)(CN)2+ (in DMSO)
and trans-Co([14]aneN4)(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ (in acetonitrile) to
be quasireverisble (E1/2(∆Ep) ) -1.279 ( 0.005 (96) and
-1.254( 0.006 (160), respectively, vs SCE and referenced to
Fe(Cp)2+,0). Observations on the parent complexes are sum-
marized in Table 2s.
A few Ru(NH3)5)25+ half-wave potentials were determined

in water using a glassy carbon electrode. TheE1/2 values in
water were more negative than those in acetonitrile by an
average of 93 (( 22) mV, independent of charge type (all
referenced to Fe(Cp)2+,0).
C. Some Symmetry Considerations.We have noted above

that symmetry considerations play an important role in evaluat-
ing our observations on the trimetallic complexes. The sym-
metry-adapted metal-centered (dπ or dσ) orbitals for pertinent
complex geometries, maximum symmetry ofC2V for cis and
C2h for trans (note that theC2 axes pass through only the central
atom in either case), and the resulting MM′CT excited-state
symmetries are presented in Table 5. For the terminal Ru(NH3)5
moieties we have only considered the dπ orbitals (i.e., the two
orbitals parallel to the MM′ axis), but for the central metals we
have taken into account all the lowest energy acceptor orbitals.
The (bpy)2Ru(CNRu(NH3)5)26+ complex is the most com-

plicated of those that we have considered, largely due to the
nominal degeneracy of the two dπ holes at the terminal Ru-
(NH3)53+ moieties. Thus, there are six different potential
ground-state electronic configurations of this complex, which
differ only in the arrangement of the holes in the symmetry-
adapted Ru(II)f dπ orbitals. If all these configurations were

Figure 6. Graphical representation of the variations inE1/2
obsdwith the

oscillator strength of the MM′CT absorption band for some (L)M-
(CNRuNH3)5nn+ complexes: L) (bpy)2, n) 2;b, L ) (bpy)2, n) 1;
2, M ) Fe(II), L ) (phen)2, n ) 2; [, L ) (tpy)(bpy), n ) 1; +,
(bpy)2Ru(CNRh(NH3)5(CNRu(NH3)5)6+; 0, L ) ms-Me6[14]aneN4, n
) 2; O, L ) [14]aneN4, n ) 2; 4, L ) (NH3)5, n ) 1; +, L ) [15]-
aneN4, n ) 2. The “-” sign is chosen for Ru(NH3)53+ adducts, the
“+” sign for Ru(NH3)52+ adducts.
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similar in energy, then on the average only one excited-state
configuration would mix with the ground state for every three
allowed transitions ifC2V symmetry were applicable and all
MM ′CT components were equally weighted in each case. In
C2 symmetry the ratio would average 1/2. The same symmetry
restrictions apply to the cis-complexes with Cr(III), Co(III), and
Rh(III) centers.
The highest symmetry of the trans-complexes used in this

study is C2h, but lowering the molecular symmetry to ap-
proximatelyC2 (with the [15]aneN4 complexes) has no signifi-
cant effect on the observations. This suggests that only the axial
symmetry is important for D/A coupling-related issues. In view
of this, and the fact that our cis-complexes all have maximum
C2 molecular symmetry, we have used the less restrictiveC2

symmetry in treating the observations.
This analysis assumes that all components of the dipole

operator have equal weights for their contributions to the
absorption intensity or in their mixing with the ground-state
wave function.79,80

Discussion

We began this study in order to obtain independent experi-
mental measures of the electronic coupling parameters which
appear to be important in determining the∼104-fold range of
back-electron-transfer rates in CN--bridged D/A complexes.39,82-85

This had led us to compare the spectroscopic and electrochemi-
cal properties for several issues of CN--bridged D/A complexes.
A number of ground-state properties of the CN--bridged D/A
complexes have differed from our expectation when we began
to study these systems several years ago.86 Among the most
striking examples are the unusual87 shift to lower energies of
νCN when the CN- bridges a D/A pair, the proportionality of
this shift toHDA

2/EDA, and the symmetry constraints on which
CN- modes (symmetric or antisymmetric) couple withHDA.39,40,62

Such observations indicate that bridiging ligands’ nuclear
coordinates are coupled toHDA. As a consequence we have
examined ways in which the interaction between bridging ligand
and donor-acceptor may alter the net behavior of the electron-
transfer ground and excited states. An important aspect of this

issue has been the extent to which variations in the ground-
state stabilization energy, which arises from D/A coupling, may
be manifested in variations in the half-wave potential of the
simple -Ru(NH3)53+,2+ probe redox couple. Unfortunately,
neither the variations ofE1/2 with HDA nor the independent
evaluation of HDA has been a simple matter. Thus, the
systematic variation ofHDA in a “homologous” series of
compounds requires variations of some molecular functional
groups, such as the nonbridging ligands or the donor or the
acceptor, and such variations in the molecules inevitably cause
variations in some other parameters, which also change the
parameters measured, e.g., the solvational free energy, (∆Gs).
As a consequence, it has been necessary to examine several
aspects of solvational effects and CT state mixing in several
series of compounds before we have been able to extract
information about how bridging ligand mediated D/A coupling
might affect ground-state thermodynamic properties. The results
are more or less consistent with those of Curtis and co-workers
on very different substrates,44 and they can be accounted for in
terms of a pseudo-Jahn-Teller-like vibronic model involving
bridging ligand nuclear coordinates, such as has been suggested
elsewhere.28,33,39c,d,40

A. Aspects of the MM′CT Spectroscopy. The dominant
MM ′CT band in these complexes is nearly Gaussian (with
respect to an energy scale) in ambient solutions and is probably
a convolution of several configurationally different components.
Mixing with MLCT or LMCT states of the nonbridging ligands
does not appear to have a significant effect on the oscillator
strength.
The bisruthenates of LM(CN)2 complexes (M) a dπ donor

or acceptor) exhibit a weak, relatively low energy Ru/M MM′CT
component when the rutheniummoieties differ in oxidation state.
This can be associated with an electronic transition that involves
a central metal dπ orbital which is not involved in coplanar
dπ(D)/dπ(A) coupling. In a multicenter quasibonding model
of the D/A coupling, the two components of the Ru/M MM′CT
absorption in these “mixed valence” (Ru(III)/Ru(II)) complexes
correspond to anx,y-allowed dπ(DBMO) f dπ(ANBMO) absorp-
tion at the lower energy and az-allowed dπ(DBMO) f dπ-

TABLE 5: Orbital and Electronic-State Symmetries for LM c(CNRut(NH3)5)2 Complexes

ground statea,b excited statemaxiumum
molecular
symmetry

central
metala

electronic
configurations symmetry

electron
configurationsc symmetryd

C2V RuIII c (a1, b2)t B2 (a/a2′/b1′)c(a1/b2)t A1,B2,A2,(B1),(B1),A2

(t2g: a1,a2′,b1′) or (a1,a2′)t A2 (a1/a2′/b1′)c(a1/a2′)t (A1),A2,A2,(A1),B1,B2

or (a1,b1′)t B1 (a1/a2′/b1′)c(a1/b1′)t A1,B1,A2,(B2),B1,A1

or (a2′,b1′)t B2 (a1/a2′/b1′)c(a2′/b1′)t A2,(B1),A1,B2,B2,A1

or (a2′,b2)t B1 (a1/a2′/b1′)c(a2′/b2)t A2,(B2),A1,B1,(B2),A2

or (b1′,b2)t A2 (a1/a2′/b1′)c(b1′/b2)t B1,B2,B2,B1,(A1),A2
C2V CrIII c

(t2g: a1,a2′,b1′) (a1,a2′,b1′)c B2 (a1,a2′)c(a1/b2/a2′/b1′)t A2,(B2),A1,B2

(a1,b1′)c(a1/b2/a1′/b1′)t (B1),A2,B2,A1

(a2′,b1′)c(a1/b2/a2′/b1′)t (B2),A1,(B1),A2

C2V Rh(III)/Co(III) A 1 (a1,b2)c(a1/b2/a2/b1)t A1,B2,A2,B1,B2,A1,B1,(A2)
(eg: a1,b2)

C2h Cr(III)
(t2g: ag,ag′,bg′) (ag,ag′,bg′)c Bg (agag′)c(ag/bg′/bu/au′)t (Ag),Bg,Bu,Au

(ag,bg′)c(ag/bg′/ag/bu/au′)t Bg,(Ag),Au,Bu

(ag′,bg′)c(ag/bg′/ag/bu/au′)t Bg,(Ag),Au,Bu

Rh(III)/Co(III) A g (ag)c(ag/bg/bu/au′)t Ag,(Bg),Bu,Au

(eg: ag,bg) (bg)c(ag/bg/bu′/au′)t (Bg),Ag,Au,Bu

a Subscripts: “t”) terminal; “c” ) central. Metal-centered orbitals considered are designated dπ for orbitals parallel (or at 45°) to the Ru-
CN-Ru axis; t2g and eg refer to d orbitals so designated inOh symmetry. The symmetry-adapted dπ orbitals of two terminal Ru moieties are
(a1,b2,a2′,b1′) in C2V and (ag,bu,au,bg) in C2h. b In C2V symmetry the apostrophe refers to orbitals not in the Ruc(Rut)2 plane; inC2h symmetry the
apostrophe refers to orbitals not in the symmetry plane (σh). Note that theC2 axis inC2h is orthogonal to the Ruc(Rut)2 axis and bisects an equatorial
N-Ru-N angle.c The slash (“/”) to be read as “or”.d Symmetries disallowed for electronic (dipole) absorptions and for mixing with the ground
state are in parentheses. Excited states with proper symmetry to mix with the ground state are in italics.
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(AABMO) absorption at higher energy (where BMO corresponds
to the multicenter D/A coupled ground-state orbital(s), ABMO
corresponds to the corresponding excited-state “antibonding”
orbital set, and NBMO is an acceptor orbital not involved in
the coupling); see Figure 5.
B. Comparison of HDA Dependent Ground-State

Observables: MM′CT Absorption Intensity and E1/2
obsd.

Figure 6 strongly suggests a relationship between these observ-
ables, but it also suggests that evaluating it is bound to be
complicated. To proceed, we must first consider what one might
expect and then evaluate those factors that might complicate
the comparison. The major complicating factors that we
consider are the effects of electronic delocalization and of
variations in solvation energies.
1. Perturbational Models for the Relationship between the

Variation of Ground-State Stabilization Energy,εs
th, and HDA.

The variations inεs
th that result from D/A electronic coupling

must be defined with respect to some uncoupled reference state,
a diabatic state with respect to D/A coupling. For the systems
discussed here, it would be useful to define reference states in
terms of the properties of uncoupled, monometal complexes.
In practice, no monometal complexes that are rigorously
appropriate reference systems are available: such complexes
typically differ in their coordination spheres, charge types, and/
or solvational interactions. Alternatively, one might seek a
substitution inert “reference” metal to substitute for D or A in
di- and trimetallic complexes. Ideally, this reference metal
should exhibit no D/A coupling, but this is equivalent to the
unrealistic requirement that the cationic metal center used have
no electron affinity (or ionization energy). Thus, the actual
“experimental” reference parameters, such asE1/2

ref, must al-
ways involve some sort of approximation or extrapolation. We
have elected to use Rh(III)-centered complexes as approximate
experimental reference compounds since theπ/σ nature of the
D/A coupling should lead to relatively small values ofHDA and
sinceEDA should be relatively large, so that one expectsεs

th )
HDA

2/EDA to be relatively small for such complexes. We have
taken into account the major factors that might contribute to
any differences between the values of parameters measured for
the Rh(III)-centered reference compounds and an idealized
reference complex. The simplest and most traditional, “Mul-
liken-Hush” level of treatment of D/A complexes, the evaula-
tion of the relevant parameters based on the experimental
measurements, and the comparison of the experimental observa-
tions to pertient models are considered in this section.
2. Contributions to HDA. In the simplest two-state limit any

contributions of the bridging ligand are ignored or are assumed
to be the same in the monometal components such as in the
bridged D/A complex. Thus, one begins with knowledge of
the unmixed, or diabatic limit (designated with a superscript
°), so that the perturbationally corrected ground (subscript g)
and excited (subscript e) state wave functions are given as in
eq 142-4 where∆E°ge is the energy difference between the two

diabatic states (g and e),âge ) 〈ψ°g{H′}ψ°e〉 - SgeE°g, theψ°i are
wave functions of these states,H′ is the perturbation Hamiltonian
which allows their mixing,Sge is an overlap integral,E°g is the
energy of the unperturbed ground state, andN is a normalization
constant. Parameters measured in real systems must be defined
in terms of “correct” wave functions,ψ′g and ψ′e, and the
corresponding matrix elements can be expressed asHDA )

〈ψ′g|H′|ψ′e〉.4 In the simplest limit eqs 14 can be considered
good approximations to theψ′i. In this limit, electronic
coupling is in effect a very weak “bonding” interaction between
D and A and may be referred to as “direct” coupling (HDA

d).
The simplest way to allow for the contributions of a bridging

ligand to HDA is to add terms to eqs 14 that allow for the
perturbational mixing of bridging ligand excited states with the
electron-transfer ground and excited states. The important
bridging ligand excited states in this context are the metal (D-

or A-) to bridging ligand charge transfer (MLCT) and bridging
ligand to metal charge transfer (D or A) excited states. This
leads to a superexchange contribution toHDA,4,30which can be
written as in eqs 15-174 in which theHiCT (i ) D or A) are

the electronic matrix elements for the MLCT transitions
(involving the same bridging ligand molecular orbital) of the
electron-transfer ground (D) and excited (A) states,88 and the
EiCT are the respective vertical (with respect to the ground-state
equilibrium nuclear coordinates) energy differences (analogous
definitions can be made for the LMCT states). Equations 15
and 16 are second-order perturbational corrections toHDA

4 and
are expected to be important only whenHDA

d ≈ 0. Reimers
and Hush have generalized this argument and point out that if
the PE minima of one of the electron-transfer states and the
perturbing state are comparable, then much more complicated
behavior than that implied by eqs 15 and 16 can be expected.89

In the systems considered here the perturbing CT excited states
(of CN-) are much higher in energy than the energies of the
electron-transfer states near their PE minima (however, this will
not generally be true far from these PE minima; see discussion
below). The superexchange model as sketched here does not
allow for any problems in evaluatingHDA that might result from
the changes in nuclear coordinates that accompany charge
delocalization onto (or from) the bridging ligand, and it is
generally applied assuming thatHACT or HA

+
CT

′ have values
that are independent of the nuclear coordinates (however, see
also comments below).
Several authors have discussed electronic coupling models

in which HDA is a function of one or more of the nuclear
coordinates associated with the electron-transfer process;28,32-35,47

i.e.,HDA ) H°DA + bx, whereH°DA is the coordinate indepen-
dent electronic coupling (possibly a sum ofHDA

d andHDA
s,

above), b is a linear vibronic constant,90-92 and x is the
appropriate nuclear coordinate. Several features of the CN--
bridged D/A complexes, some mentioned above, some reported
in this study, have led us to consider a simple vibronic model
for D/A coupling in these systems.39-41 We have searched for
a relatively simple vibronic model that would have the potential
of encompassing all the observed features of these systems. A
simple, semiclassical vibronic model seems able to do this39-41

(see Appendix B). This model involves a synergistic mixing
of “local” (donor/bridging ligand and bridging ligand/acceptor)
MLCT and LMCT excited states with the ground and MM′CT
excited states, and this synergism is inferred to lead to an
enhancement of the MLCT/LMCT mixing to stabilize the
ground state. To display the qualitatively important features
of the argument in an algebraically simple way, we have treated
the MLCT and LMCT parameters (stabilization energies,
reorganizational energies, coupling matrix elements, etc.) as the

ψg ) [ψ°g + (âge/∆E°ge)ψ°e]N (14a)

ψe ) [ψ°e - (âge/∆E°geψ°g)]N (14b)

HDA
s(MLCT) ) HDCTHACT/∆Eav (15)

HDA
s(LMCT) ) HD

+
CT

′HA
+
CT

′/∆Eav (16)

∆Eav ) 2EDCTEACT/(EDCT + EACT) (17)
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“averaged” contribution of a single CT state. This leads to a
ground (g) and MM′CT excited state (e) energies which are
corrected for coupling to the higher energy CT state(s) as in eq
18,90-92whereEDA is the energy difference between the ground

and MM′CT excited states before the vibronic perturbation, and
it assumed that the force constants of the ground and excited
states are equal (k). This argument leads to eq 19 forHDA

evaluated at the ground-state equilibrium nuclear coordinates,
where theRi (i ) CT or DA) are the coefficients (HDi/EDi) for
mixing the respective diabatic state functions with the ground
state (theRi

2 are the respective fractions of charge delocalized)
and theλi are the correlated nuclear reorganizational energies.
The perturbational corrections given by eq 19 are superficially
similar to those given by eqs 15 and 16 in that they can be
viewed as products of an effecitve mixing coefficient and an
energy; however, they are qualitatively different in that the
additional terms in eq 19 allow for the changes ofHDA with
the horizontal displacement of the ground-state PE minimum
and in that the perurbational changes are weighted by a nuclear
reorganizational energy rather than by an electronic matrix
element.
3. The Expected Relationships between E1/2

obsd, the Ground-
State Stabilization Energy,εsth, and HDA. In the simple two-
state model sketched above, the mixing described by eqs 14
leads to stabilization of the ground state by an amount given
by eq 20 ifEDA . 2|HDA|.2,4 When the donor and acceptor are

redox labile transition metal complexes, oxidation of the donor
center (or reduction of the acceptor) will remove that center
from the CT coupling. Consequently, the electrochemical half-
wave potentials are expected to vary systematically withεs as
in eq 21,39,40whereE1/2

ref is the half-wave potential (e.g., for the

A/A- couple of a D/A pair) when there is no CT coupling and
the sign ofεs is determined by which component of the particular
couple (e.g., A or A-) is stabilized by the CT coupling. In the
limit that D/A coupling is dominated by “transfer” (or local
dipole) terms (i.e., if there is significant direct overlap of the
donor and acceptor orbitals of the ground state),2 a simple model
for the transition dipole in an electronic absorption can be used
to give the electronic matrix element as in eq 22, whererge

c is

the distance (in Å) between the effective centers of charge of
states e and g;2,4,7,29,48,51νmaxεmax and∆ν1/2 are the frequency
and molar absorptivity of the absorption maximum and the full
width at half-maximum of the corresponding CT absorption
band. If significant charge is delocalized in the various CT
mixings, as discussed above, thenrge

c should differ from the
equilibrium distance between the geometrical centers of donor
and acceptor,rDA. Electroabsorption measurements have gener-
ally suggested thatrge

c < rDA.48,50,52 There are several factors

that seem to contribute to this inequality.29a,51 However, a major
factor, and a sufficient factor for treating some of the trends of
our observations, is the manner in which electronic charge is
delocalized in the electron-transfer ground and excited states.
This can be approximately treated with simple perturbation
theory arguments, since the charge delocalized along the D/A
axis, onto (or from) a bridging ligand, or between D and A,
will have the effect of reducing the distance over which one
unit of electronic charge (qel) is transferred. Alternatively, the
delocalization can be interpreted as reducing the charge differ-
ence (qeff) between the D and A centers. If we assume that
qeffrDA = qelrge

c 29a and that charge transferred onto (or from)
the bridging ligand is localized at its center, thenrge

c ≈ rDA(1-
2RDA

2 - 3RCT
2/2)93 where RCT is a sum over ground- and

excited-state contributions. If there is additional delocalization
onto the nonbridging ligands, L, then eq 23 may be more
applicable,

where f takes account of the spatial distribution of this last
component of delocalized charge and the sum over ground- and
excited-state contributions. Equation 23 is qualtiatively useful
to focus aspects of our discussion, but the actual weights of the
perturbation terms represented are not clear and some ab initio
calculations indicate that the most heavily weighted contribu-
tions occur for components which lie along the D-A axis.29b

Furthermore, although eq 23 has components that are conceptu-
ally reasonable, it suggests that there is limited physical basis
for simple correlations ofE1/2

obsd and εs
op and that for large

DACT oscillator strengths (hDA) each complex should be treated
as a separate system.
For purposes of our discussion we will define an experimental

parameter,HDA
op′, which is based on the observed MM′CT

absorption as in eq 24. We can then define an empirical

parameter,εs
op, in which the only variables are the oscillator

strength and the vertical energy difference,EDA ) hνmax,76 as
in eq 25.

4. The EValuation of εs
op from MM′CT Spectra. The

combination of eqs 24 and 25 yields eq 26, in which the constant

of proportionalitym) (0.0205/rDA)2 ) 1.55× 105 cm for our
CN--bridged complexes. Equations 21 and 26 are the basis
for the comparison in Figure 7. One possible interpretation of
the apparently different values ofm for the different series of
complexes would be thatrge

c differs in a systematic way from
one series of complexes to another (see the preceding discus-
sion). Before we can comment further on this, we must deal
with some additional issues.
5. The EValuation of εs

th: Symmetry and Solvational Cor-
rections. a. Symmetry Corrections.The ground- and excited-
state symmetries of the ground and MM′CT excited states for
the cis-(C2V) and trans-(C2h) complexes are summarized in Table
5. We have used the less restrictiveC2 symmetry, which
distinguishes only A and B representations, for thecis-LM-
(CNRu(NH3)5)2 complexes. Thus, for thecis- and trans-
bisruthenates we have in effect correlatedE1/2

obsdwith εs
op per Ru

Vg ) kx2 - ax

Ve ) EDA + kx2 + ax
(18)

HDA
v = H°DA + RCT(λCTλDA)

1/2 + RDAλDA (19)

εs ) HDA
2/EDA (20)

E1/2
obsd) E1/2

ref ( εs
th (21)

HDA
op = 0.0205

rge
c

[εmax∆ν1/2νmax]
1/2 (22)

rge
c ≈ rDA(1- 2RDA

2 - (1.5RCT
2 - fRL

2)) (23)

HDA
op′ ) 0.0205

rDA
[εmax∆ν1/2νmax]

1/2 (24)

εs
op ) (HDA

op′)2/hνmax (25)

εs
op = m(εmax∆ν1/2) (26)
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in Figure 7, since in bothC2 andC2h symmetry only one MM′CT
excited state (on the average) has the proper symmetry to mix
with the ground state for every two states for which optical

absorption is allowed. This correction eliminates most of the
discrepancy between the mono- and bisruthenates of the
M(bpy)2(CN)2n+ complexes.

b. The Effect of Charge Differences on E1/2
obsd. The (bpy)2-

(CN)M(CNRu(NH3)5)3+,2+ (M ) Ru2+ or Fe2+) couples differ
by one charge unit from (L)(CN)M(CNRu(NH3)5)4+,3+ (M )
Rh3+, Co3+, or Cr3+) couples. This difference could affect
E1/2
obsd for the Ru(II)- and Fe(II)-centered polypyridyl com-

plexes through either or both of the following: (i) differences
in solvation energy (even though the charge difference nominally
resides at the M center and our basic comparison is of the Ru-
(NH3)53+,2+ couples) or (ii) differences in the bridging CN-/
Ru(NH3)5 bonding (e.g., from electrostatic “induction” or an
“internal Stark effect”). In general,E1/2

obsd tends to increase
with increases in positive charge. This feature is illustrated in
the differences inE1/2

obsd for four pairs of the D/A complexes
discussed in this paper (Table 6). These experimental com-
parisons suggest that a one unit increase in charge increases
E1/2
obsd by about 65( 15 mV, and we have made the corre-

sponding adjustment (524( 20 cm-1) to E1/2
obsd for the Ru(II)-

and Fe(II)-centered polypyridyl complexes in Figure 7a (i.e.,
for these complexesE1/2

corr = E1/2
obsd+ 524 cm-1).

c. The Effects of Charge Delocalization on E1/2
obsd. The

electronic coupling of donor and acceptor leads to some
fractional charge delocalization (RDA

2). For the Cr(III) and Ru-
(III) complexes discussed hereRDA

2 e 0.1, and, based on the
comments in the preceding section, one would expect that this
should contribute less than 10 mV to any measured value of
E1/2. Because solvation depends on charge density (see Results
section A and Appendix A), there is an asymmetry in the effects
of charge delocalization in these complexes (eq A11 of
Appendix A) and this might affect our observations. Charge
delocalization decreasesE1/2

obsd in all the D/A complexes, and

Figure 7. Correlation betweenE1/2
corr and oscillator strength per Ru(NH3)5 for some CN--bridged D/A complexes.E1/2

obsd from Figure 6 has been
corrected for (a) differences in solvation originating from nonbridging ligands and (b) charge type+950 cm-1 for Ru(II)- and Fe(II)-centered
dicyano complexes; this may include about 350 cm-1 contribution from excited-state LMCT coupling. See text for details. The data points are
labeled as in Figure 6. The constant of proportionality ism) 15.25× 10-6 cm-1; values correspond toεs

op with rge
c ) rDA. Sign convention as in

Figure 6.

Figure 8. Qualitative illustration of the variations ofHDA with nuclear
coordinates in a superexchange model (left) and the contrasting effects
on the ground-state adiabatic potential energy surface of a reaction
coordinate independentHDA (Condon approximation and a vibronic type
of coordinate dependence ofHDA) (right). The upper figure presumes
that the D-A and DA- diabatic PE surfaces are coupled through mixing
with a higher energy CT surface as in the lower portion of the upper
figure. A perturbational mixing of the two degenerate electron-transfer
surfaces in the lower figure used electronic matrix elementsHDA )
H°DA + f(Q). The function f(Q) was chosen so thatHDA increased
nearly linearly withQ when moving from either PE minimum toward
the surface crossing, so thatHDA ) H°DA at the PE minima of the
diabatic surfaces, and so thatHDA would increase for large displace-
ments away from the surface crossing point (somewhat mimicking the
superexchange behavior, top left).
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the effect of asymmetry is extremely small (∼6 cm-1; see
Appendix A). We have not made any corrections for this effect.

d. The Variations in E1/2
obsd that Result from Changes in the

Nonbridging Ligands. There are systematic changes in
E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) that occur when the ligands (L) on the
acceptor (M) are altered in L(CN)2-nM(CNRu(NH3)5)n(1+2n)+

complexes (M) Rh3+, Co3+, or Cr3+). The relative changes
(M constant) are characteristic of the nonbridging ligand (Table
7), and they do not vary significantly withεs

op. The most
likely origin of these effects is solvational; that is, that the
solvation of the D and A centers of these complexes is not
entirely independent.94 In the CN--bridged complexes these
effects are relatively large, comparable toεs

op and relatively
easily taken into account since they are independent of M (and
εs
op). Such systematic variations ofE1/2 in D/A complexes
when nonbridging ligands are altered may be a more serious
problem than has been generally recognized. The studies
reported here are unique in that we have been able to correct
for such coupled solvational effects by comparing complexes
that differ only in their acceptors M.

6. The ObserVed Contrasts betweenεs
th andεs

op. In Figure 7
we present observations regarding the correlation ofE1/2-
(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) with εs

op. The corrections ofεs
op for symmetry

effects andE1/2
obsd for solvational effects have been described

above. The straightforward application of these corrections
results in different correlations for complexes with polypyridyl
nonbridging ligands than is found for complexes with am(m)-
ine nonbridging ligands. The extent of this difference depends
only on the “correction” for the charge difference between M(II)-
and M(III)-centered complexes; for example, for the MM′CT
excited states of the polypyridyl complexes one would expect
appreciable Cr2+/polypyridine and CN-/Ru(bpy)23+ charge
delocalizaitons. This should lead to relatively smaller values
of rge

c than found for the am(m)ine complexes and thus to

larger values ofHDA andεs; therefore, eq 23 suggests a steeper
slope of the correlation for the polypyridyl complexes, quali-
tatively as observed in Figure 7. However, it is very unsettling
that this approach results in different values forE1/2

ref. There is
no obvious justification for such a (44 mV) difference. The
very similar values ofεs

corr for Cr(III)-centered complexes are
also difficult to justify in terms of the arguments presented above
(which suggest a smaller value ofrge

c for Cr(III) complexes
with polypyridyl than for those with am(m)ine nonbridging
ligands). That these values ofεs are so similar (289( 35 cm-1)
suggests that such charge delocalization onto nonbridging
ligands may not be a major factor in determiningrge

c and that
the major contributing factors relate to charge delocalization
along the D-A axis (see also Cave and Newton29b).

If one imposes the requirement thatE1/2
ref be the same for all

complexes in this correlation after corrections for differences
in solvation, then the “solvational” correction required for the
Ru(II) and Fe(II) complexes isδ∆E1/2 = 118 mV (compared
to 65 mV based on the pairs of couples in Table 6). Such a
value ofδ∆E1/2 could be entirely a solvational effect, or it could
be a combination of solvational differences and variations in
rge
c . On the basis of experimental LMCT and MLCT param-
eters (Tables 2 and 3) we would estimate that there is about 42
mV greater stabilization (εs

th) resulting from charge delocal-
ization in the electron-transfer excited state for the Ru(bpy)2-
centered complexes (i.e., from CN-/Ru(III)LMCT) than for the
Cr(bpy)2-centered complexes (i.e., from Cr(II)/CN-(MLCT)).
Assuming similar ground-state delocalization, this estimate,
combined with eq 23, would come close to accounting for the
above value ofδ∆E1/2.95 However, this interpretation also
implies that the proportionality “constant”,m, in eq 26 varies
from one complex to another (see eq 23 and Discussion section
B3). Complexes with less oxidizing Ru(III) centers might be
useful in assessing whether this interpretation is correct. The
approach in Figure 7b seems to have fewer problems than the
approach in Figure 7a.
In priniciple, one might useE1/2(Ru(bpy)3+,2+) to estimate

εs
th. In practice it is difficult to account for all the solva-
tional,75 entropic,96 or other factors contributing to the stabiliza-
tion of the Ru(bpy)23+-centered oxidation product and toE1/2
for this couple. Many of these factors should disappear when
the differences ofE1/2 are compared for cyano ruthenates (Ru-
(NH3)53+) and cyano rhodates (Rh(NH3)53+). The experimental
differences inE1/2(Ru(bpy)3+,2+) are 90( 10 mV for the
monoruthenates and 75( 10 mV for the bisruthenates (Table
1s).39 The values calculated, based on the correlations in Figure
7b, are 97 and 75 mV, respectively. For this surprisingly good
agreement to be meaningful, the∆E1/2 “correction” above would
have to be purely solvational andrge

c would have to be constant
through the series of complexes. Such a simple result also

TABLE 6: Effect of Complex Charge on E1/2
obsd a

complexb coupleb
overall charge
type of couple E1/2

corr, V ∆E1/2 mVd

(A)5Cr(CNRu(A)5)4+ Ru(A)53+,2+ 5+/4+ 0.372} 49([14]aneN4)(CN)Cr(CNRu(A)5)3+ Ru(A)53+,2+ 4+/3+ 0.323c

(tpy)(bpy)Ru(CNRu(A)5)4+ Ru(A)53+,2+ 4+/3+ 0.045} 68(bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(A)5)3+ Ru(A)53+,2+ 3+/2+ -0.023
(bpy)2Ru(CNRu(A)5)(CNRh(A)5)6+ Ru(bpy)23+,2+ 6+/5+ 1.340} 62(bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(A)5)3+ Ru(bpy)23+,2+ 4+/3+ 1.155
(tpy)(bpy)Ru(CNRu(A)5)4+ Ru(tpy)(bpy)3+,2+ 5+/4+ 1.235} 80(bpy)2(CN)Ru(CNRu(A)5)3+ Ru(bpy)23+,2+ 4+/3+ 1.155

ave 65( 13

aData from Tables 1 and 1s.b A ) NH3. cCorrected to identicalεs
op using the empirical correlation (-5 mV for the ([14]aneN4)(CN)-

Cr(CNRuA5)4+,3+ couple).d Apparent effect of one unit increase in charge.

TABLE 7: Relative Effects on E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+2+) of
Changes in Nonbridging Ligands L in LM(CNRu(NH 3)5)a,b

M

L Rh(III) Co(III) Cr(III)

(bpy)2 -40( 14 -24( 8
t-Me6(14]aneN4 +58( 12 +72( 15 +43( 7
[15]aneN4 1( 10
(NH3)5 31( 10 43( 9

a E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+), for L(CN)2-nM(CNRu(NH3)5)n(1-2n)+ minus
E1/2(Ru(NH3)53+,2+) for ([14]aneN4(CN)2-nM(CNRu(NH3)5)n(1+2n)+ (n
) 1 or 2). Error limits represent the sum of standard deviations in
E1/2
obsdmeasurements. Where data are available, values for mono- and

bisruthenates have been averaged.b Average of relative solvent effects
in mV due to nonbridging ligands: (bpy)2, -30 ( 13; trans-
Me6[14]aneN4, 54( 15; trans-[15]aneN4, ∼1 ( 10; (NH3)5, 37( 8.
Error limits are 1 SD for the values averaged.
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seems surprising, and we suspect that there may be a fortuitous
cancellation of the factors that stabilize Ru(bpy)3+ and those
that stabilize Ru(bpy)2+ centered complexes. The alternative
view, noted above (i.e., with a nonsolvational component of
about 42 mV for both complexes), would suggestm≈ 3.2 for
Ru(bpy)3+-centered complexes (compared tom ) 2.6 for Cr-
(II)-centered complexes) and leads toεs

th ≈ 119 and 92 mV,
respectively, for these complexes.
C. The Values of HDA: Results and Comparisons to

Models for Electronic Coupling. 1. Values of HDA. Our best
estimates of values ofHDA, based on the correlation in Figure
7b, for several CN--bridged D/A complexes are listed in Table
8. The dπ-donor/dπ-acceptor systems have comparable values
of HDA ≈ 3 × 103 cm-1. Significantly smaller values are
obtained for the dπ-donor/dσ-acceptor complexesHDA ≈ 2 ×
103 cm-1. The smaller values ofHDA for the complexes with
dσ acceptor orbitals is intuitively appealing since one expects
relatively poorer σ/π than π/π overlap and since LMCT
transitions withσ/π symmetry are generally less intense than
those with similar donor and acceptor orbital symmetries.70,97,98

2. Comparison to D/A Coupling Models.The infrared
spectra reported previously40 and the CT spectra discussed above
strongly implicate the bridging CN- as a major factor in
determining the magnitude ofHDA in CN--bridged D/A
complexes. The mechanism by which the bridging ligand
promotes D/A electronic coupling has been a major concern of
our work.
Superexchange models are commonly employed to describe

bridging ligand mediated D/A coupling. If we use the spec-
troscopic MLCT/LMCT parameters in eqs 15 and 16, then the
resultingHDA

s are less than 50% of the values in Table 8 even
in the most favorable cases, and those parameters predict about
a 5-fold lower value ofHDA

s for Cr(III)-centered complexes
with polypyridyl than with am(m)ine nonbridging ligands. This,
combined with our observation of similar values ofHDA,
suggests less than a 20% contribution ofHDA

s toHDA. Another
feature of the superexchange model is that, based on eq 17,
HDA
s is expected to be a function of the nuclear coordinates

(see Figure 8). For our systems this translates into a dependence
onEDA; thus, forEACT ) EDCT - EDA andEDA , EDCT, eq 15
can be rewritten as in eq 28.

Consequently, for smallEDA, HDA
s should increase with in-

creasing EDA. We find no evidence for such behavior.
Furthermore, whenEDA ≈ EDCT, eqs 15-17 predict thatHDA

s

should become very large. It appears thatEDA ≈ EDCT for the
Rh(III)-centered am(m)ine complexes, whileEDA < EDCT for
their Co(III) analogues, yet comparable, small values ofHDA

are found for these complexes (Table 8). We infer that eqs
15-17, and the superexchange model that they embody, do not
properly describe electronic coupling in the CN--bridged D/A
complexes.
The superexchange model does not explicitly take account

of effects arising from variations in the relaxation of nuclear
coordinates that accompany the delocalization of charge (RDCT

2

or RACT
2; to or from the bridging ligand) in the ground state. It

treats the effects of MLCT and LMCT perturbations separately,
and these second-order perturbations should in principle be
small. Consequently, it is difficult to see how the superexchange
approach would be consistent with significant variation of the
ground-state properties of the bridging ligand. Yet there are
very substantial shifts of the ground-state CN- stretching
frequency which correlate with variations inHDA.40 As a result
of such considerations and the points made above, we have
explored the use of a simple, semiclassical vibronic approach
to address these issues.39c,d,40 This approach in effect treats the
D(CN-)A interaction as a weak, multicenter bonding interaction
in which the MLCT, LMCT, and DACT perturbations mix
synergistically to produce stronger D/A coupling than would
be generated by the sum of the corresponding superexchange
components. The approach is sketched in Appendix B. The
stabilization of the ground state due to vibronic coupling is given
by eq 2939,40 (Appendix B), in which the parameters refer to

the complex in which no nuclear relaxation has occurred, and
xmin = (a+ 2R°DAb)/k, a= 4R°CT(λCTk/2)1/2, andb= (λDAk/2)1/2
(see Appendix B and refs 39-41) lead to the conclusion that
εs
th > εs

op (in strongly coupled systems withEDA . λi, εs
op)

whenever 2(R°CT)2λCT > (R°DA)2λDA; that is, for the conditions
stated one obtains eq 30.

A rough comparison of eq 30 to experimental parameters can
be made for the Cr([14]aneN4)(CNRu(NH3)5)25+ complex (ratios

TABLE 8: Electronic Matrix Elements and Stabilization Energies Based on Optical (MM′CT) Spectra

central (MCL)
formal charges of
metals (Ru, M, Ru)

HDA
op /Ru,

cm-1/103 a
εs
op,

cm-1 b
εs
th,

cm-1 c
HDA,

cm-1/103 d

Ru(bpy)22+ (3,2,3) 2.1 297 772 3.4(4.4)
Ru(bpy)22+ (3,2) 2.1 305 793 3.4(4.4)
Ru(tpy)(bpy)2+ (3,2) 2.1 305 793 3.4(4.4)
Fe(bpy)22+ (3,2,3) 1.7 240 624 2.7(3.3)
Fe(phen)22+ (3,2,3) 1.7 248 645 2.7(3.3)
Fe(bpy)22+ (3,2) 1.9 324 842 3.0(3.7)
Rh(bpy)23+ (2,3,2) (1.6)e 85 221 2.6e

t-Rh([14]aneN4)3+ (2,3,2) (1.0)e 37 96 1.7e

t-Rh(m-Me6[14]aneN4)3+ (2,3,2) (1.8)e 37
t-Co([14]aneN4))3+ (2,3,2) 1.1 56 146 1.7
t-Co(m-Me6[14]aneN4)3+ (2,3,2) 1.2 76 198 2.0
Cr(bpy)23+ (2,3,2) 2.0 256 666 3.2
Cr(bpy)23+ (2,3) 2.3 329 855 3.6
t-Cr([14]aneN4)3+ (2,3,2) 2.5 300 780 3.9
t-Cr(m-Me6[14]aneN4)3+ (2,3,2) 2.2 244 634 3.5
Cr(NH3)53+ (2,3) 2.4 269 699 3.9

a From eq 4 withrDAc ) 5.2 Å. b From eq 20.c Based on theεs
th ) 2.6εs

op or 3.2εs
op for Mc ) Ru(II) or Fe(II). d HDA ) [εs

thEDA]1/2. eThe absorption
on which this is based may have a substantial Ru(II)/CN- MLCT contribution.

HDA
s = [(HDCTHACT)/EDCT](1 + EDA/2EDCT) (28)

εs
th = EDA/2+ kxmin

2/2- (1/2)[EDA
2 + 4a2xmin

2 +

4axminEDA + 4EDAεs
op]1/2 (29)

εs
th - εs

op = 2(R°CT)
2λCT - (R°DA)

2λDA (30)
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contain numerical values of energies in 103 cm-1): (a)
R°CT(g) ≈ 2/30 ) 0.07 andR°CT(e) ≈ 2/10 ) 0.2; (b) R°DA ≈
0.5/20) 0.025; (c)λCT ≈ 9 × 103 cm-1; (d) λDA ≈ 4 × 103

cm-1. These parameters and eq 30 lead to (εs
th - εs

op) ≈ 350
cm-1, which is comparable to the value of 480 cm-1 determined
above. Given the gross approximations and a very simple
model, this is excellent agreement and good support for the basic
elements of the argument.

Conclusions

In this report we have compared two experimental measures
of donor-acceptor electronic coupling in CN--bridged transition
metal D/A complexes: (a) the oscillator strength of the MM′CT
absorption band and (b) variations in the half-wave potentials
of the Ru(NH3)5)23+,2+ couple. This work involved the prepara-
tion and study of complexes with five different central metals
combined with up to six different nonbridging ligands. This
wide range of complexes has allowed experimental comparisons
that have demonstrated the importance of solvation effects in
the electrochemical studies: (i) changes in nonbridging ligands
result in systematic variations inE1/2 (e.g., about 10 mV per
methyl substituent on an aliphatic nonbridging ligand); (ii) a
one unit increase in charge of the central cation results in at
least a 50 mV increase inE1/2, and possibly as much as 120
mV; and (iii) the variations ofE1/2 with solvent are ap-
proximately equal in magnitude to the solvent variations of the
reorganizational energy associated with electron transfer. An
empirical correlationE1/2

corr ) 1630 + (1.09 × 10-3)hDA/rDA
(hDA ) oscillator strength,εmax∆ν1/2, in cm-2 M-1; E1/2 in mV)
can be generated, provided corrections are made for MM′CT
degeneracy (or symmtery; inhDA), for solvational differences
arising from changes in nonbridging ligands, and for charge
(or possibly other) differences that arise when an M(III) central
metal is replaced by a M(II) central metal. This implies that
the actual stabilization energy of the D/A complex is 2.6 times
larger than that calculated from the oscillator strength and the
assumption that the effective distances between the centers of
charge,rge

c , in the ground and excited states, is equal to the
D/A separation, rDA. This single correlation for all the
complexes impliesrge

c = 0.62rDA. In view of the fitting
procedure used, this may be more correct for M(III)-centered
complexes than for Fe(II)- and Ru(II)-centered complexes; for
the latterrge

c could be as small as 0.56rDA. These inferences
are qualitatively consistent with recent electroabsorption
studies48-52 and indicate that electronic coupling is very strong
in the CrIII-(CN-)-RuII, RuII-(CN-)-RuIII , and FeII-(CN-)-
RuIII complexes:HDA ) (3.6( 0.3)× 103, (3.4-4.2)× 103,
and (2.8-3.4)× 103 cm-1, respectively (the ranges for Ru(II)-
and Fe(II)-centered complexes are based on uncertainity in
rge
c noted above). Electronic coupling is much smaller in Rh-
(III)- and Co(III)-centered complexes:HDA ) (2.1 ( 0.4)×
103 and (1.8( 0.2)× 103 cm-1, respectively.96

The inferred values ofHDA are much larger and behave
differently than expected based on spectroscopic parameters and
a simple superexchange model. They are reasonably consistent
with a simple vibronic model that assumes that D/A eletronic
coupling varies with the displacement of bridging ligand nuclei
and that the displacement of bridging ligand nuclei varies with
the amount of charge delocalized to (and from) the bridging
ligand from D (to A). The inferred variations ofrge

c are
qualitatively consistent with perturbational assessment of charge
delocalized, but only if charge delocalized onto (or from) the
bridging ligand is the dominant factor in determiningHDA in
these strongly coupled systems.
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Appendix A: The Effects of Differential Solvation on
E1/2
obsd

The free energy of solvation of a cation with net chargeZ
and effective radiusreff can be approximated by eq A1, where

f is a function of the solvent.75 The strong dependence on charge
type suggests that the mono- and biscyano metalates should have
different values ofE1/2

ref (note thatreff will also differ), and this
seems qualitatively consistent with the negative shifts of
E1/2
obsd when the solvent is changed from acetonitrile to water

(the more polar solvent tends to stabilize the higher oxidation
state). One also expects some differences inE1/2

ref for the series
of M(PP)23+ complexes (M) Cr, Rh, Co) and the M(PP)22+

complexes (M) Fe, Ru).
The (PP)2M(CNRu(NH3)5n+ complexes are very asymmetric,

and one expects very different solvation of the M(PP)2 fragment
than of the Ru(NH3)5 fragment. For example, the difference in
solvational contributions toE1/2 for the M(bpy)33+,2+ and Ru-
(NH3)63+,2+ couples has been estimated to be 100 kJ mol-1

(about 1 eV).75 As a result, the actual charge distribution within
the molecule will result in different solvational contributions
to values ofE1/2 measured at the different centers.
It is convenient to discuss the effects of charge delocalization

on the electrochemically determined ground-state stabilization
energy in terms of the simple free energy cycle in Scheme 1.
With reference to Scheme 1,E1/2

ref may be redefined as in eq A2

where (IE)i andGs,i are the ionization energy and solvation
energy, respectively, of the ith species andF is Faraday’s
constant. Then the effects of electronic coupling will appear
as corrections to (IE)i, εs, or as corrections to the solvation
energy,δGs,i. The latter comes about because the donor-
acceptor electronic coupling results in some delocalization of
electron density and, in effect, a change of charge type from
that of the reference state. The fraction of charge delocalized
is given by eq A3.2 For CT stabilization of Ru(II), the ionization

energy term becomes (IE)b - [(IE) i - Fεs], and the solvational

SCHEME 1

∆Gsolv = -(Z2/reff)f (A1)

-E1/2
ref ) [(IE)b - (IE)a + Gs,b- Gs,a]F (A2)

R2 ) [âg/∆EDA]
2 ) Fεs/∆EDA (A3)
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termGs,b- [Gs,a+ δGs,a], resulting in eq A4. Based on similar

reasoning the MM′CT coupling stabilizes Ru(III) and results
in eq A5. From eq A1 we infer thatδGs,i can be approximated

by eq A6, so thatδGs,i is given to first order by eq A7.

The Ru(NH3)5 center is the dominant factor. Substituting into
eqs A6 and A7 we obtain eqs A8 and A9, respectively.

Thus differential solvational effects, which arise from delocal-
ization of charge, result in an intrinsic redox asymmetry in
condensed-phase measurements. It is difficult to assess the
magnitude of∆Gs for the systems considered here. Arguments
presented in the text suggest that a reasonable approximation
is ∆Gs ≈ -λs. With this approximation the differential
solvational contributions amount to less than 10% ofεs

th in the
systems considered here. Richardson’s estimates for the isolated
couples suggest an extreme upper limit of∆Gs = 100 kJ mol-1

(in water) and differential solvational contributions in the range
30-50% ofεs for Ru or Cr central metals. These effects have
the same sign independent of charge type, and only a small
fraction can contribute to the slopes in Figure 7.
The arguments in the preceding paragraphs are based on the

assumption that the total effect of differential solvation is
localized on the pentaamine moiety. If the central metal
contributes as well, then eq A8 needs to be modified as in eq
A10, where superscripts a and p refer to the ammine and

polypyridyl moieties. If we set∆Gs
a = λsa(∼4 × 103 cm-1)

and∆Gs
p = 0.5∆Gs

a, then eq A10 may be rewritten as in eq
A11. Substitutinghνmax(MM ′CT) for ∆EDA and λsa ≈ 4 ×

103 cm-1, we find that the correction terms are-66 cm-1 for
Cr(III) and -72 cm-1 for Ru(II) centered complexes. The
difference of 6 cm-1 is well within estimated error limits.

Appendix B: A Simple Semiclassical Vibronic Model for
D/A Coupling

1. Some General Considerations of Metal-Bridging Ligand
Interactions in M(CNRu(NH 3)5)n+ Complexes. The electronic
structures of the cyanide-bridged transition metal complexes are
relatively complex. To minimize the complexities, we will
confine the discussion to simple D-(BL)A complexes, such as
the monoruthenates of this study. Since we wanted to develop
a model in which the key parameters were (in principle)
experimentally accessible, we have largely focused on the

MM ′CT states, and on the LMCT and MLCT states involving
the bridging ligand. We do not include the charge-transfer states
involving the polypyridyl ligands. To simplify this discussion,
we will assume that these perturbations are either small or nearly
constant (e.g., contributions toE1/2

ref) through the series of
compounds.
The microsymmetry at the Ru(NH3)5 center of the mono-

metalates is very close toC4V, so two of the Ru dπ orbitals will
be nearly degenerate; that is, the dπ orbitals can be treated as
subsets of e and b2 symmetry. For Ru(NH3)53+ moieties, local
CT interactions will tend to favor placing the hole in the e subset,
sinceεL > εM, for the respective LMCT and MLCT stabilization
energies designated by L and M. The site symmetry of the
central atom of the M(bpy)2(CN)2 moieties is (in the bisruth-
enates)C2, and there is no degeneracy among the dπ orbitals
of M. Although there may be some differences in their
intensities, this will lead to the convolution of several compo-
nents in the MM′CT absorption bands of MIICN(RuIII )2 (M )
Ru or Fe) complexes and of the CrIIICN(RuII)2 complexes. The
symmetry is lower (Cs) in the monometalates so that selection
rule issues, discussed above, are not a problem. The MM′CT
absorption bandwidths of these complexes are 30-50% larger
than expected on the basis of electron-transfer reorganizational
energies,λDA ≈ 4 × 103 cm-1 for Ru(II)/Cr(III), Ru(II)/Ru-
(III), and Ru(III)/Fe(II) complexes (see Results section), and a
semiclassical analysis of bandwidth.3,5,99 The relatively large
bandwidths and the nearly Gaussian band shapes are consistent
with the convolution of several components which differ little
in energy.
The general trends in behavior are most simply discussed in

terms of a Hu¨ckel-like analysis of theπ interactions in a linear,
four-orbital-four-atom system. We consider first a symmetric
M1-C1tC2-M2 species. Since there will generally be a large
energy difference between the dπ and the p(C) orbitals, we will
consider only the respective symmetric and antisymmetric
combinations:Φs andΦa for M1 and M2 andΦπ andΦπ* for
C1 and C2. The molecular orbital combinations are given by
eqs B1 and the resulting orbital energies are given in eqs B2

for first-order perturbational mixing. In eqs B2, theRi )
〈Φi|H|Φi〉, âπ* ) 〈Φπ*|H|Φa〉 andâπ ) 〈Φπ|H|Φs〉, in the limit
that the overlap integrals are small; for nonnegligible overlap,
âij ) 〈Φi|H|Φj〉 - SijEk (k ) i or j as appropriate). Note that
the symmetry-allowed orbital mixings in a one-electron limit
correspond to perturbational mixings of bridging ligand and
metal orbitals, LMCT with dπ for theΦπ/Φsmixing and MLCT
with dπ* for Φπ*/Φa. The symmetric five-electron system is
necessarily delocalized. When there are MLCT and LMCT
transitions involving the bridging ligand, the antisymmetric and
symmetric combinations of donor/acceptor metal electronic
states will differ in energy. The splitting energy is ap-
proximately 2HGE = (ε*L + ε*M), in which the ε*i is the
one-electron stabilization energies resulting from local LMCT
and MLCT couplings, respectively, and for the nuclear coor-
dinates of the symmetrical system (denoted by the asterisk).

E1/2
obsd) E1/2

ref - ε′s - δGs,aF (A4)

E1/2
obsd) E1/2

ref - ε′s - δGs,bF (A5)

δGs,i = [Z2 - (Z( R2)2]f/reff′ (A6)

|δGs,i| = 2R2Gs/Z (A7)

E1/2
obsd(II) = E1/2

ref + εs [1 - ∆Gs/∆EDA]F (A8)

E1/2
obsd(III) = E1/2

ref - εs[1 + 0.66∆Gs/∆EDA]F (A9)

E1/2
obsd(II) = E1/2

ref + εs[1 - ∆Gs
a/∆EDA + 0.66∆Gs

p/∆EDA]

(A10)

E1/2
obsd(III) = E1/2

ref - εs[1 + 0.66λs
a/∆EDA - λs

a/2∆EDA]

(A11)

ψ1(1+ λ2)1/2 ) Φπ + λΦs

ψ2(1+ λ*2)1/2 ) -λ*Φπ + Φs

ψ3(1+ γ*2)1/2 ) Φπ* - γ*Φa

ψ4(1+ γ2)1/2 ) γΦπ* + Φa
} (B1)

ε1 = Rπ + âπ
2/(Rπ - Rs)

ε2 = Rs - âπ
2/(Rπ - Rs)

ε3 = Rs - âπ*
2 /(Rπ* - Ra)

ε4 = Rπ* + âπ*
2 /(Rπ* - Ra)

} (B2)
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To the degree that theε*i are significant in magnitude, the
donor and acceptor states cannot be degenerate in the symmetry-
adapted system (note that the symmetry-adapted system corre-
sponds to the “transition state” in the usual analysis of electron-
transfer systems). The same basic point has been made in
Peipho’s pseudo-Jahn-Teller treatement of the Creutz-Taube
ion35and in a treatment of classical inner-sphere electron-transfer
reactions.41

2. A Vibronic Model for Donor -Acceptor Coupling. a.
Definitions and General Approach.The argument outlined
above is a “four-state” approach: (a) electron localized on the
donor in the unperturbed ground state (D); (b) electron localized
on the acceptor (A); (c) MLCT; and (d) LMCT excited states.
To deal with this problem in a simple way, we first allow for
local MLCT and LMCT interactions by means of standard first-
order perturbational corrections of the electron transfer state (D
and A) potential energies, and we then allow for the D/A
coupling perturbation using a 2× 2 secular determinant. The
net result of the several possible first-order CT interactions will
be to alter the potential energies of the ground (subscript “g”)
and excited (subscript “e”) electron-transfer states as indicated
in eqs B3,

where theV°i are PEs in the absence of any CT interactions, the
εi andε′i are local charge-transfer stabilization energies (L for
ligand-to-metal charge transfer; M for metal-to-ligand charge
transfer) for the ground and excited states, respectively, andεDA
) âDA2/∆EDA is the stabilization energy arising from direct D/A
coupling. In general theεij ) Hij

2/Eij are functions of the
electron-transfer coordinate,x. This dependence can be ex-
pressed in terms of a first-order Taylor’s series expansion around
x) 0, as in eq B4. One expects bothâi andεi for the local CT

interactions to vary withx. If G°i = [E°ij + kij(x - x°ij)2/2] and if
â ) Hij = H°ij + aijx, thenεij may be expressed as in eq B5,
whereRij ) (Hij/Eij), λij ) kij(x°)2/2, and we have seta= r(kijλij/
2) (see the following section). The signs of the correction terms
in eq B5

will be different for the contributions to the ground and excited
electron-transfer states, so that the result in eq B5 may be
summarized byεij = [ε°ij ( Aijx].
b. The Symmetrical Limit in the Absence of CT Coupling to

or from the Bridging Ligand: A Connection to Standard
Electron Transfer Formalisms.In the symmetrical limitV°g )
V°e ) V°, and in the absence of CT coupling with the bridiging
ligand (i.e., forεL ) εM ) 0), and assuming a coupling matrix
elementHge ) H°DA + bx, the roots of the secular equation are
given byε( ) ((H°DA + bx). Substitution into eq B6, withεij
) ε′ij ) 0, results in ground-state PE minima atxm ) (b/k and
potential energies atxm are given by eq B6 (assumingkg ) ke).

For the limit in which|H°DA| , b2/2k, these equations can be

compared to the classical electron-transfer limit,2-4,42 in which
∆V(xm) ) λDA, whereλDA is the nuclear reorganizational energy
associated with the D/A electron-transfer process. Thus,b =
[λDAk/2]1/2.
3. The Symmetrical Limit When the Bridging Ligand is

CT Coupled to the Donor and/or Acceptor. For simplicity
we will treat this as an equivalent three-state problem, for which
we assume thatVe andVg are not dependent onx in the absence
of D/A coupling and thatHge ) H°DA + bx. This results in the
PJT limit discussed by Bersuker.90 In this limit, the intrinsic
splitting of the symmetry adapted D/A states, discussed in a
preceding section, is taken as the initial condition so that∆V
= ε°CT ) (ε°M + ε°L) ) 2H°CT. If we again assume thatH°DA = 0,
then the secular equation has the PJT form79 and its roots are
given by ε( ) ( [(H°CT)2 + b2x2]1/2. If ε°CT is very large, so
that (H°CT)2 . b2x,2 then there is a single PE minimum and a
relatively large bond order for the D-BL bond and/or the
BL-A bond (see the previous discussion). A double-minimum
situation can only result ifH°CT is small (thus, approaching the
limit in section 2, above) or ifλDA is relatively large. The PE
minima occur forxm = ((b/k)(1 - H°CT2k2/2b4), and the first-
order corrections to the potential energy are of the form given
by eq B6, but substitutingH°CT for H°DA.
A more appropriate model for this limit is obtained by

defining the PE functions for the equivalent three-state problem
as in eq B7 and again setting∆V° ) ε°CT ) 2H°CT. The form of

the coefficientA′ appropriate for this limit requires some
comment. A displacement along the coordinatex in eq B7
corresponds to the delocalization of charge in nearest neighbor
CT interactions. This will increase the stabilization energy,εCT,
only if the D-BL and/or BL-A bond orders are incrementally
increased as the bond order in the bridging ligand is decreased;
that is, the competition between charge localizing and delocal-
izing factors, discussed above, should appear in the definition
of A′, and the result should decrease the value ofA′ if λDA is
sufficiently large compared toλCT. For small corrections, we
can treat the decrease inA′ in terms of an attenuation factor,f;
i.e.,A′ ) A′′f, where A′′ is given by eq B5. Recalling that we
are dealing with incremental changes inεCT, an appropriate
expression would bef = [(R°CT)

2λCT - s(R°DA)
2λDA]/(R°CT)

2λCT,
where s is a scale factor, scaling theεDA corrections to be
appropriate forεCT; we takes= ∆EDA/ECT. These expressions
and parameters for the RuCNRu complexes described in this
report indicate thatf ≈ 0.9 for these complexes. Consequently,
we shall setA′ = 2R°CT[kCTkCTλCT/2]1/2 in the remainder of this
discussion.
The resulting secular equation has roots given by eq B8. For

our purposes it is sufficient to consider the special case in which
λDA , λCT, H°DA ≈ H°CT, b ≈ 0, and|H°CT| > |A′x|. For this
example,ε( = ((Hx2 + A′xx2), so that the single, displaced
ground state PE minimum is given by eq B9. As before, a

double-minimum solution is possible only if (H°CT + A′x)2 < (
H°DA + bx).2 The important new feature of eq B9 is that the
vibronic coupling can result in stabilization of the ground state

Vg ) Vg° - εL - εM - εDA + kgx
2/2

Ve ) Ve° - εL′ - εM′ + εDA + kex
2/2

(B3)

εij = ε°ij + [(∂εij/∂x)x)0]x (B4)

εij = εij° + 2Rijaijx+ εijkijxij°x/Eij

= εij° + 2(Rij + Rij
2)xxkijλij/2

(B5)

Vg(xm) = V° - H°DA - b2/2k

Ve(xm) = V° + H°DA + 3b2/2k
(B6)

Vg = V°g - A′x+ kx2/2

Ve = V°e + A′x+ kx2/2
(B7)

ε( ) ([(H°CT + A′x)2 + (H°DA + bx)2]1/2 (B8)

(Vg)m≈ V° - H°CTx2- RCT
2λCT/2 (B9)
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beyond the stabilization expected based on optical absorption.
Thus, the matrix element for optical absorption isHDA )
(H°DA + bx) so that the expression for ground-state stabiliza-
tion, based on eq B8, can be written as in eq B10.

4. Unsymmetrical Donor-Acceptor Systems with CT
Coupling with the Bridging Ligand. This is the limit most
pertinent to the cyano-bridged complexes of concern here. In
this limit, and using the three-state approximation introduced
above, we can set∆V° ) ∆EDA + 2ε°CT ) ∆ (see eq B7). It is
useful to describe the PE functions as in eq 16. With this
definition, the procedures described above result in eq B11
(assuming thekCT ) kDA).

Since the vibronic matrix element isHDA ) (H°DA + bx), the
resulting secular equation gives rise to eq 29 for the ground-
state stabilization energy.

Supporting Information Available: Tables 1s, 2s, and 3s
and Figures 1s-7s (13 pages). Ordering information is available
on any current masthead page.
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